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A bstract
The work described in this thesis is an experim ental study, using three ex­
citation pulse photon echoes, of collisional relaxation of caesium atom s per­
turbed by noble gases.
The theoretical aspects of this thesis include the development of a density 
m atrix  theory to  describe the form ation of echoes formed from a sequence of 
three excitation pulses when applied to a multi-level system. The m anner in 
which the resu ltan t echoes store inform ation about optical coherences, Zee­
m an coherences and sta te  populations is discussed. The theory of collisional 
relaxation of three excitation pulse echoes by depolarising collisions and 
velocity changing collisions is introduced. M easurements of collision cross 
sections for depolarising collisions and velocity changing collisions for atom s 
in a single s ta te  are possible by the three excitation pulse echo techniques.
The experim ental work of this thesis involves the m easurem ent of Colli­
sional relaxation of three pulse echoes formed on the caesium 65 i TPs
2 2
(455 nm ) and 6 5 i -<->■ 7P i (459 nm) transitions, perturbed by low pressure 
(below 1 to rr) helium, argon and xenon gas. One series of experim ents m ea­
sured the collision cross section for optical coherence destroying collisions, 
and the results obtained are in good agreement with previous two pulse echo 
m easurem ents. The rem aining experim ental work determined values of col­
lision cross sections due to depolarising collisions for ground sta te  caesium 
atom s pertu rbed  by noble gas. This m arks the first m easurem ent of this 
param eter for 6 5 1 ground state  caesium atom s.
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P rologu e
The m ain purpose of th is work was the study of collisional param eters for
the 6 5 1 ^  7f  1 and 6 5 1 7P i  caesium transitions perturbed by noble
2 2 2 2
gases, using optical echoes. The particular technique employed was the
three excitation pulse photon echo. Since this work followed on from the two
pulse photon echo work done by Godfrey [l], three pulse echo experiments 
were conducted in order to  measure the same collision cross sections studied 
by Godfrey, in order to  check th a t the three pulse photon echo technique 
gave consistent results. In addition to  these experiments, other three pulse 
echo experiments were undertaken which were concerned w ith the study 
of collisional param eters which could not be obtained using the two pulse 
photon echo technique.
This thesis is arranged on the following lines:
C hapter 1 begins with an outline of collision broadening theory, 
before going on to discuss both frequency domain spectroscopy 
and tim e domain spectroscopy. Two and three pulse photon 
echoes are introduced with reference to  the Bloch vector model.
This model is a pictorial, three dimensional representation of 
the echo form ation process in a two-level system, and has been 
chosen because of its simplicity and clarity. The discussion of 
the photon echo process is then extended to degenerate two-level 
systems (real system s). The last part of this chapter outlines the 
photon echo experiments performed for this thesis.
C hapter 2 contains a survey of two- and three-pulse photon echo 
work performed by various researchers.
C hapter 3 contains a description of photon echo form ation using 
density m atrices. W hilst this m ethod is not as simple or as 
accessible as the Bloch vector model, it does have the advantage 
th a t it can be applied to  multi-level atom s excited by a sequence 
of excitation pulses.
C hapter 4 contains a description of the equipment used in the 
photon echo experiments.
C hapter 5 is concerned with the calibration of various pieces of 
the equipm ent.
C hapter 6 describes the procedure for the photon echo experi­
m ents and contains the main results of this thesis. The theory 
of how collisional inform ation is obtained from the experiments 
is discussed. The experim ental results are discussed and com­
parisons m ade w ith previous work where applicable.
Chapter 1
In tro d u ctio n  to  co llisional effects on  
coh eren tly  rad iatin g  a tom s.
This section is concerned w ith radiating atom s collisionally perturbed  by 
atom s of a foreign gas which is present at very low pressures, where the 
atom ic density of the  rad iating  atoms is sufficiently low th a t resonant col­
lisions can be neglected. It is assumed th a t only elastic collisions occur, 
and th a t both  the binary approxim ation (th a t collisions only involve one 
radiating atom  and one foreign gas atom ) and the impact approxim ation 
(tha t the tim e during which a collision takes place is much shorter than  
the interval between collisions) hold. Collisional effects on radiating atoms 
manifest themselves either as broadening or shifts of a spectral line in the 
case of frequency domain spectroscopy, or as a reduction of coherence in the 
case of tim e domain spectroscopy. Study of the spectroscopy of these atom s 
thus yields inform ation about the collisional processes taking place.
Spectral line-shapes and their associated broadening mechanisms are re­
viewed by m any authors, w ith those by Bransden and Jo chain [2], Yariv 
[3] and Thorne [4] being reasonably comprehensive accounts. Section 1.1 
contains a brief discussion of spectral line broadening mechanisms, whilst 
Section 1.2 outlines a selection of frequency domain and tim e domain exper­
im ents and discusses their relative m erits with respect to  the inform ation 
th a t can be obtained from them . Section 1.3 describes photon echo form a­
tion in two level atom s via the Bloch vector model. Section 1.4 considers
echo form ation in real, degenerate two level systems, and Section 1.5 outlines 
the experim ents performed in this thesis.
1.1 Spectral broadening mechanisms in gases.
A single atom  will, to  a good approxim ation, only absorb and emit radiation 
at reasonably well defined frequencies, giving rise to spectral lines for ab­
sorption and emission. Closer inspection of these spectral lines reveals th a t 
they are not single valued, but ra ther contain a spread of frequencies, w ith 
the in tensity  of the spectral line varying across this frequency range. Thus 
the spectral lines are broadened, w ith the shape or profile of the line depen­
dent upon the line broadening mechanisms present. Spectral line broadening 
can be broadly divided into two categories, namely homogeneous broadening 
and inhomogeneous broadening.
1.1.1 H om ogeneous broadening.
Homogeneous broadening is characteristic of all atoms in a sample. In low 
pressure gases there are two main possible homogeneous broadening pro­
cesses; radiative (or na tu ra l line) broadening and pressure broadening. Ra­
diative broadening can be explained in term s of Heisenberg’s uncertain ty  
principle as applied to  the transition  lifetime — uncertainty in the transi­
tion tim e corresponds to  uncertainty in the transition  frequency. Radiative 
broadening exhibits a Lorentzian profile of half width at half maximum  
(hwhm) given by
^^rad —
47TTo
where tq is the na tu ra l lifetime for the transition  and the hwhm is measured 
in Hz. Typically, tq for electronic transitions is in the region 10~® -  10“ ® s, 
giving 6urad — 0.1 MHz - 10 MHz. This represents a very narrow broadening, 
and it is usually swamped by other broadening mechanisms.
Pressure broadening in a low pressure gas is the result of collisions which 
cause a loss of atom s from the radiating transition  (inelastic collision) or.
for elastic collisions, a loss of phase inform ation of the atom ic dipole mo­
m ent. Thus, the coherence of the radiation from the atom  is m aintained, on 
average, only for a tim e of where Tc is the mean time between collisions. 
Hence the line profile is broadened as a Lorentzian of hwhm given by
As the gas pressure increases, Tc decreases, resulting in an increase of the 
broadening of the profile. A t higher pressures asymmetries and shifts can 
develop in the spectral line-shape, though this work is not concerned w ith 
high pressure effects.
1.1.2 Inhom ogeneous broadening.
The m ain inhomogeneous broadening process th a t occurs in gases is th a t of 
Doppler broadening resulting from the  m otion of the atoms. Excited atom s 
radiate in the labora to ry  frame at frequencies given by
^obs =  ^0(1 n— - )  for — <C 1 c c
where i/gta is the frequency seen by an observer looking in the negative z- 
direction, uq is the transition  frequency and u- is the z-com ponent of the 
a tom ’s velocity. The shape of the Doppler broadened profile is Gaussian, 
with a hwhm given by
^ ^ D o v v  — — tiVln 2
where u is the rad iating  atom  mean speed given by u =  ^  is Boltz­
m ann’s constant, T  is the absolute tem perature and m  is the atom ic mass.
Any broadened line profile is likely to be a convolution of the three 
broadened line-shapes. The resultant line-shape is called a Voigt profile (see 
Figure 1.1), and it is essentially composed of a central region which is near- 
Gaussian in shape, w ith a Lorentzian profile which is more discernable in 
the wings. Typically, Doppler broadening has a fwhm of % 1 GHz, whereas 
the fwhm of the Lorentzian is of order 1 MHz. The mechanism of Doppler
1 ( .V -V q )
Voigt
•• Gaussian
Iq / 2  - Lorentzian
V\
F ig u re  1.1  The Voigt profile.
broadening is well understood, whereas th a t for pressure broadening is much 
more complex. In order to study the collisional effects due to pressure 
broadening alone, which can give inform ation on interatom ic potentials, it 
is necessary to remove the Doppler broadening since it norm ally swamps 
pressure broadening, and m any experim ental techniques have been devised 
which achieve this. The next section gives a brief description of the m ajor 
m ethods adopted.
1.2 E xperim ental techniques to study collisional 
effects in gases
Many line broadening experiments have been devised to study collisional 
effects, and this section outlines some of the more widely used techniques. 
In addition to  frequency domain studies, tim e domain experiments have 
been devised, which look at the effects of collisions on the optical coherence. 
This form of spectroscopy is often referred to as ‘coherent optical transient 
spectroscopy’, and this section also contains a brief description of some tim e 
domain experiments.
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F ig u re  1.2  The type of profile obtained from a saturating  absorption ex­
perim ent.
1.2.1 Line broadening experim ents.
There are two m ethods by which the effects of Doppler broadening can be 
circumvented. The first of these is to work at pressures which are suffi­
ciently high th a t the shape of the profile, at least in the wings, is dom inated 
by pressure broadening. Experim ents using this m ethod have been con­
ducted using alkali and alkali-earth vapours perturbed by noble gases [5] 
[6] [7]. Traditionally  these have used diffraction gratings or interferom eters 
to measure the spectral profile, either in emission or absorption. However a t 
these pressures the binary and im pact approxim ations are no longer strictly  
valid. These experim ents will not be discussed further. The second m ethod 
is to work at low pressures using ‘Doppler-free’ techniques. Saturation  spec­
troscopy and tw o-photon absorption spectroscopy are two such techniques, 
where the effects of Doppler broadening are substantially reduced or even 
elim inated from the spectral profile.
In sa tu ra tion  spectroscopy, a saturating laser beam is passed through a
sample of gas. A very small part of the emergent beam is back-reflected 
through the sample, so th a t this lower in tensity  ‘probe’ beam  and the sa t­
urating beam  are counter propagating. After passing through the sample, 
the probe beam  is directed to a detector. The saturating beam  frequency, 
and hence the probe beam  too, is then swept through the line profile of the 
sample. W hen the beam  is far from the line centre, only those atom s which 
have large velocities will be Doppler shifted in to  resonance w ith the sa tu ­
rating beam. The probe beam  can in teract only with those atom s with the 
opposite Doppler shift and is absorbed by them . As the laser is tuned nearer 
to the central resonant frequency, it in teracts w ith atoms with progressively 
smaller Doppler shifts, the num ber density of which increases as the detuning 
decreases and hence the probe beam is absorbed more. However, when the 
laser is tuned w ithin the homogeneous linewidth, the sa turating  and probe 
beams in teract w ith the same velocity set of atom s, thus the a ttenuation  of 
the probe beam is reduced, since the absorption has been sa tu ra ted  by the 
intense sa tu ra ting  beam. Figure 1.2 gives a schematic representation of ty p ­
ical sa tu ration  absorption experiment profile. Many experiments have been 
conducted using this technique to study such things as the Lamb shift in the 
Ha hydrogen line [8], as well as broadening produced by various collision 
mechanisms [9], [10], [11], [12].
The two photon absorption technique again uses counter propagating 
laser beams, but in this case they are of equal intensity, and are tuned to 
half the transition  frequency under study. The selection rules for two photon 
absorption (A / =  0, ± 2) m ean th a t only electric dipole forbidden transitions 
can be studied by this m ethod. W hen an atom  passes through the beams 
then, to  first order, the light from each beam  is Doppler shifted by equal 
but opposite am ounts in the a tom ’s frame of reference. W hen the laser 
is tuned to  w ithin the homogeneous linewidth, any atom  can absorb one 
photon from each beam. This is true for all velocities, resulting in a much 
higher signal-to-noise ratio  in the line-shape m easurem ents than  is possible 
for sa tu ra tion  spectroscopy. Figure 1.3 shows the profile for a typical two
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F ig u re  1.3 The type of profile obtained from a two photon absorption 
experiment.
photon absorption experiment. When the laser frequency is varied, the 
corresponding absorption profile is not Doppler broadened. However, the 
probability of two-photon absorption by an atom  is very small unless the 
atom  has an in term ediate energy level nearly half way between the two levels 
under study. Biraben et al [13] have studied collisional effects of perturber 
atom s on the 35 ^  55 and the 35 4D transitions of sodium using the 
two photon absorption technique.
1.2.2 C oherent optical transient spectroscopy.
Collision mechanisms can be studied by Doppler-free experim ents in the 
tim e dom ain as well as in the frequency domain. There are three m ain 
coherent optical transient effects used in tim e domain spectroscopy, these 
being optical nu tation , free induction decay and photon echoes. Reviews 
of the theory and early work are given by Shoemaker [14] and Allen and 
Eberly [15].
Optical nu tation  occurs when a sample is subjected to  a stepwise res-
onant optical field. Atoms in the ground sta te  absorb rad iation  and are 
excited to  the upper level, whereupon they are im m ediately stim ulated to 
emit by the applied optical field. Consequently, the atom s retu rn  to the 
ground sta te  and can again absorb radiation, causing the process to repeat 
itse lf w ith the result th a t the absorption is sinusoidally m odulated. The al­
ternating  absorption and stim ulated emission of radiation from the sample 
is called optical nu tation , and this process is the optical analogue of the nm r 
phenomenon of transient nu tation  [16]. The m anner in which the sinusoid 
is dam ped out gives inform ation about the relaxation processes i.e. sponta­
neous decay and collisional effects. Optical nu tation  was first seen in SFg 
using a Q-switched CO2 laser as the resonant source [17].
Free induction decay (FID ) refers to the radiation em itted by atoms af­
ter they have been excited by a pulse. Suppose th a t an atom  is excited 
by a coherent resonant pulse to  a superposition of its ground and excited 
states. If a sample contains a num ber of such atoms then a phased array 
of oscillating dipole m oments in the sample results. W hen the excitation 
pulse is tu rned  off, the atom ic dipoles continue to oscillate and the sample 
radiates a macroscopic optical field which is coherent with the applied pulse. 
The oscillations are again damped out by spontaneous decay and collisional 
effects. However, in the case of a gas, therm al motions cause the radiation 
em itted by the individual atom s to be Doppler shifted, w ith the result th a t 
the atom s in the sample lose their coherence, and the sam ple’s observed 
emission is seen to rapidly decay in intensity. This rapid decay of the coher­
ence of an ensemble of atom s im m ediately after an excitation pulse is called 
free induction decay. The FID occurs in a period of approxim ately , 
where Aw is the range of frequencies excited by the applied optical pulse. 
If the whole Doppler profile is excited then Aw =  SujDopp. M easurements of 
collisional decay have been carried out quite successfully in the microwave 
region [18], where the FID process is not too rapid to be observed. At op­
tical frequencies, however, the FID process is considerably shorter, and for 
experim ents in which the whole of the Doppler linewidth is excited, the FID 
tim e is of order 1 ns, which is often considerably shorter than  the excitation
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pulses available. W ith  the advent of picosecond pulse duration lasers optical 
FID m ay be fruitfully investigated.
In photon echo experim ents a sequence of two or more excitation pulses 
are applied to  a sample. The sample emits an FID pulse after each pulse as 
expected, but in addition other pulses, called echoes, are em itted  a t other 
times. This thesis uses the photon echo technique to m easure the collision 
cross sections of caesium-noble gas atom  interactions. The next section 
describes the process of photon echo form ation and the effects of collisions 
on it.
1.3 Photon  echoes and collisional effects.
This section is divided in to  four subsections. Subsection 1.3.1 contains a 
brief in troduction to  the two pulse photon echo, whilst Subsection 1.3.2 
introduces the Bloch vector model, and goes on to use this to  describe the 
two pulse photon echo process. Subsection 1.3.3 is concerned w ith three 
pulse photon echo form ation, and Subsection 1.3.4 describes the effects of 
collisions on both  two and three pulse photon echoes.
1.3.1 Two pulse photon  echoes
The photon echo is the optical equivalent of the m agnetic spin echo encoun­
tered in nuclear m agnetic resonance experim ents, w ith the  la tte r  being first 
observed by Hahn [19] in 1950. In H ahn’s experim ent, an ensemble of nu­
clear spins contained in a liquid and placed in an external m agnetic field, 
was subjected to a sequence of two short, intense, rf pulses, which were sep­
arated  by a tim e r .  A t a further interval r  after the second pulse had been 
applied the spin ensemble produced a spontaneous m agnetic m om ent.
The explanation for this effect is based on the presence of inhomo­
geneities in the local m agnetic field experienced by the individual spins. 
W hen the first pulse is applied, all of the spins in the sample are aligned by 
the pulse. As soon as the pulse ends, the individual spins are free to precess 
in the external magnetic field. However, because of inhomogeneities present
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in this magnetic field, they precess at different rates, w ith the result th a t 
the macroscopic m agnetic moment of the ensemble decays as the magnetic 
moment vectors of the individual spins become dephased with respect to 
one another. This dephasing process is the spin equivalent of the FID phe­
nomenon m entioned in Subsection 1.2 .2 , and the spins will rem ain dephased 
if the system is left in this condition. The second excitation pulse, however, 
reverses the relative phases of the precessing spins, thereby in itiating a re­
versal of the FID process, so th a t the dephasing which occurred during the 
period r  between the first and second excitation pulses is reversed after the  
second excitation pulse, w ith the rephasing process being complete at time 
t — T after the second excitation pulse. Since the ensemble spins are all 
aligned when the phase reversal process is complete, there is a macroscopic 
m agnetic moment which is observed as a spontaneous nuclear induction sig­
nal, which has been term ed a ‘spin echo’. However, the individual spins 
continue to precess at their respective rates, so the nuclear induction signal 
is only a transient effect. If the excitation pulse widths are sufficiently short 
in duration (i.e. less than  % 6uj~^ where here 5u is the spread of the pre­
cession frequencies of the spins) then the echo duration is simply twice the 
FID time.
In the case of photon echoes, a pulsed laser acts as the excitation source, 
and it is the dephasing and rephasing o f  the atomic or molecular electric 
dipole m oments in an inhomogeneously broadened sample which constitutes 
the echo form ation process. Photon echoes have been observed in both 
solids and gases, and the inhomogeneity essential for the FID (and hence 
echo form ation) can be caused by crystal field lattice  strains in the case of 
some solids, and Doppler broadening in the case of gases.
Theoretical trea tm ents of the spin echo and the two pulse photon echo 
are based on the same underlying m athem atics, since they are both gener­
ated by assemblies of tw o-state systems. Both types of echo can be described 
graphically w ith reference to Bloch vectors, which represent the quantum  
sta te  of the system and give a three dimensional visualisation of the time 
evolution of the system when it is excited by a resonant pulse or a sequence
12
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F ig u re  1 .4  The Bloch vector representation of a two level atom . The I  
and —I I  axes represent the in-phase and in-quadrature components of the 
electric dipole moment respectively, whereas the I I I  axis represents the 
inversion.
of resonant pulses. The m ajor part of this chapter is devoted to the Bloch 
vector description of photon echoes formed in gases. More detailed discus­
sions of the Bloch vector and its relationship to the optical Bloch equations 
are given in m any treatises: those by Shoemaker [14], Allen and Eberly 
[15], and Feynm an et al [20] are very clear accounts. O ther diagram m atic 
treatm ents of photon echoes can be found in papers by Mossberg et al [21], 
Beach et al [22] and D urrant et al [23].
1.3.2 T he B loch  vector picture o f two pulse photon echo 
form ation.
The sta te  of a two level atom  can be represented pictorially by means of the 
Bloch vector, which is denoted by M . M  has components (M /, M // ,  M // j )  
as shown in Figure 1.4, where the I  and - I I  axes represent respectively the 
in-phase and in-quadrature components of the  atom ic dipole m oment with 
respect to  the E  field of the applied optical excitation pulse, and the I I I  
axis represents the population inversion of the  atom . N orm alisation of the 
atom ic sta te  requires th a t M  is of unit length. Thus, an atom  which is in
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its ground sta te  is represented by the Bloch vector M = ( 0 ,0 ,-1), whilst an 
atom  which is in its excited sta te  is represented by M = ( 0 ,0 ,1).
The atom ic dipole m oment components, M j  and M // ,  are the slowly 
varying am plitudes, w ith the oscillations at the laser driving frequency re­
moved. This is equivalent to observing a precessing spin system in the 
‘ro tating  fram e’ i.e. ro ta ting  at the centre of line frequency (see reference 
[15] for example). It follows from the optical Bloch equations [14] [15] th a t 
the time-dependence of M  is determined by the equation
^  =  m a o  ( 1.1 )
which describes the precession of M  in a cone about f2, where is a gen­
eralised driving field with components 17 =  (/cFq, 0 , Aa;), where Eq is the 
am plitude of the applied laser field, « =  ^  where d i2 is the electric dipole 
moment m atrix  element for the transition. kE q is the Rabi flipping fre­
quency. Aw is the detuning of the a tom ’s resonance frequency from the 
laser frequency. Assuming th a t the laser is tuned to the centre frequency wq 
of the inhomogeneously broadened line and th a t the laser pulse propagates 
in the z direction, then, for a particular atom  with velocity component Vz 
in the z  direction. Aw =  kvz where k is the wavenumber of the laser pulse 
(=  ÿ ) .  Figure 1.5 shows the precession of M  about 17 for an atom  initially 
in the ground sta te  which is driven off resonance (i.e. Aw ^  0 ), and Fig­
ure 1.6 shows the behaviour of M  when the atom  is driven resonantly (i.e. 
Aw =  0 ). The Bloch vector M  rotates in the I I  -  / / /  plane at the Rabi 
flipping frequency. It is assumed th a t for a Doppler broadened assembly 
of atom s a resonant pulse satisfies the condition kEq >  Aw for all Vz, so 
th a t Aw can be neglected in comparison to kE q for all atom s in the sam ­
ple. Thus, when the pulse acts, f t  has components H =  (k F o ,0 , 0 ) and the 
inhomogeneous broadening is neglected.
In m ost echo experim ents, includung those conducted for this thesis. 
Aw > kE q. However an echo is still formed. The echo is smaller than  it 
would be if all atom s were excited resonantly, and the echo w idth is slightly
14
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F ig u re  1.5 The Bloch vector representation of a two level atom  driven oE 
resonance.
I l l
F ig u re  1 .6  The Bloch vector representation of a two level atom  driven on 
resonance from the ground state. The vector M  precesses in the I I  -  I I I  
plane a t the  Rabi frequency.
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F ig u re  1.7 The effect of a resonant 9 pulse acting on a ground state, two 
level atom : note th a t the Bloch vector M  is ro ta ted  about —I  through an 
angle 9.
longer and is delayed by an am ount of order of a pulse w idth. Furtherm ore 
the collisional decay is bot affected [14].
W hen a resonant (optical) field is applied to the atom , the incident pulse 
can be characterised by the angle 9 through which the Bloch vector M  is 
ro ta ted  about the —I  axis; 9 is called the pulse area, and a pulse of area 9 
is referred to as a #  pulse. Figure 1.7 shows the effect of a resonant ‘0’ pulse 
on the M  vector of a ground sta te  atom.
In the two pulse echo experiment two collinear, resonant pulses with
7T/2
h
- V
pulse 1
7T 
 <-
pulse 2 echo
F ig u re  1.8  The pulse sequence employed in the two pulse photon echo 
experiment.
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F ig u re  1.9 The effect of a resonant |  pulse acting on a ground sta te , two 
level atom .
different pulse areas and separated by a period r ,  as shown in Figure 1.8 , 
are applied to  the inhomogeneously broadened sample. Ideally, the pulse 
areas are |  and x , as indicated in Figure 1.8 . The atoms are initially in the 
ground state . Im m ediately after the resonant |  pulse, the Bloch vectors for 
all the atom s will lie along - I I ,  representing the fact th a t each atom  is in 
a superposition of its ground and excited states (with each sta te  having an 
equal probability). Each individual dipole m oment is entirely in quadrature 
with the driving field: Figure 1.9 shows this.
In order to describe the behaviour of the  sample when the pulse is re­
moved, one has to consider the effect of the inhomogeneity in the sample. 
W hen no pulse is being applied fZ =  (0 , 0 , Aw), and the M  vectors precess 
with frequencies Aw about the I I I  axis. Figure 1.10 shows this precession 
for the Bloch vectors of three different atom s initially aligned by the first 
pulse at tim e t — 0 along the - I I  axis. M o is the Bloch vector for an atom  
with no detuning (hence =  0 ), and M i and M 2 correspond to  Aw% > 0 
and Aw2 < 0 respectively. If the Bloch vectors are left to  precess for a tim e r  
then M q remains stationary, M% has moved through an angle AwiT and M 2 
has ro ta ted  through an angle Aw2T in the opposite sense, where Aw% and
17
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F ig u re  1 .1 0  Precession of Bloch vectors at tim e r  after a resonant |  pulse 
has been applied to a ground state , two level atom . Note th a t the Bloch 
vectors are shown to have moved through small angles purely to  aid visual­
isation.
Ù.0J2 are the corresponding detunings. Now consider an inhomogeneously 
broadened sample containing a very large num ber of atoms. Clearly, if the 
period r  is long compared with the FID tim e then the individual
Bloch vectors will be uniformly distributed throughout the I  — I I  plane, 
with the result th a t there is no overall macroscopic dipole m om ent.
W hen a second resonant pulse, th is tim e a t  pulse, is applied to  the 
system at tim e t = r ,  its effect is to ro ta te  each Bloch vector through an 
angle tt about —I.  The positions of the Bloch vectors im m ediately after the 
resonant t t  pulse are shown in Figure 1.11. The Bloch vector M q which, in 
Figure 1.10 , was along the - I I  axis im m ediately before the resonant t t  pulse 
was applied, is now along the I I  axis im m ediately after the pulse. Similarly 
M l, which made an angle A u i t  to the - I I  axis im m ediately before the 
pulse is applied, now makes an angle Aujit  to  the I I  axis im m ediately after 
the pulse, as shown. The t t  pulse has effectively reversed the relative phases 
of the Bloch vectors, but it has not affected their precession rates or direc­
tion, since the driving vector for each atom , Q =  (0 , 0 , Aw), is the same after
18
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F ig u re  1 .11  Position of the three Bloch vectors shown in the previous figure 
im m ediately after the resonant t t  pulse has been applied to  the system.
I l l
F ig u re  1 .1 2  Phase reversal completed at tim e r  after the t t  pulse has been 
applied. All Bloch vectors lie along M .
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the second pulse as it was between the pulses. Therefore, after the  t t  pulse, 
the individual Bloch vectors rephase, w ith the rephasing process being com­
plete when all the Bloch vectors are aligned along the I I  axis at tim e r  after 
the 7T pulse has been applied, as shown in Figure 1.12. This realignm ent 
of all of the Bloch vectors corresponds to  a rephasing of all of the atomic 
dipole m om ents, with the result th a t there is a macroscopic dipole moment 
which produces the coherent optical pulse em itted  by the sample; it is this 
pulse which constitutes the photon echo, which is of duration 2 Ao;~^.
1.3.3 T hree pulse photon echoes —  stim ulated  echoes
The previous section has shown, via the Bloch vector model, how a photon 
echo can be produced from a sequence of two resonant pulses. However, 
a photon echo of a different kind, called a stim ulated echo, can also be 
produced from a sequence of three resonant excitation pulses on a two-level 
atom . The ideal pulse area sequence for this is a |  sequence, as shown 
in Figure 1.13. Since a t t  pulse has the same effect on the inversion as two 
contiguous I  pulses, replacing the second resonant pulse in the two pulse 
photon echo experiment (the t t  pulse) by two contiguous f  pulses will still 
cause a photon echo to  be produced. W hilst this would seem obvious, it is 
perhaps less clear why a photon echo is still produced at tim e r  after the 
th ird  pulse, when the second and third ^ pulses are no longer contiguous but 
separated by a period T . The Bloch vector model can be used to  describe 
how this stim ulated echo is produced.
The first j  pulse is applied at time ti to  ground sta te  atom s, so th a t a
V 2  ^ 7T/2 ^ 7t/ 2
Pulse 1 Pulse 2 Pulse 3 echo
Figure 1.13 The excitation pulse/echo separation for a three pulse (stim- 
ulated) echo.
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F ig u re  1 .14  The position of a Bloch vector M  following free precession 
during tim e r  after the first excitation pulse.
I l l
Lear
F ig u re  1 .15 The position of the Bloch vector M  im m ediately after the 
second excitation pulse at tim e r  after the first pulse. Note th a t the dotted 
circle in Figure 1.14, which was in the I - I I  plane, has been ro ta ted  so th a t 
it lies in the I  -  I I I  plane.
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typical Bloch vector M  lies along the —I I  axis im m ediately after the pnlse 
has been applied. Suppose precession of a Bloch vector for a period r  ( r  ^  
the FID tim e) after the first pulse causes M  to lie in the - I ,  - I I  quadrant 
at an angle Aojt  to the —I I  axis, as shown in Figure 1.14. If a second |  
pulse is applied at tim e 2^ =  ^1 +  T ,  then im m ediately after the pulse, M  
lies in the I  — I I I  plane at an angle A u r  to  the I I I  axis, and this is shown 
in Figure 1.15.
A fter the second pulse, M  again precesses about the I I I  axis so tha t 
its m otion describes the surface of a cone of half angle Ao;r, shown in Fig­
ure 1.16. If one resolves the Bloch vector in to  two components, the inversion 
W  along the I I I  axis and a component D  initially along the —I  axis, as 
shown in Figure 1.17, then W  remains fixed whilst D ro tates in the I  — I I  
plane w ith angular velocity Aw. Thus, for an assembly of atom s, the D 
components ‘fan o u t’in  the I  — I I  plane. However, W  for each Bloch vector 
remains fixed and it is the subsequent tim e evolution of this component that 
will give rise to  the stim ulated echo.
The th ird  |  excitation pulse is applied at time (3 where =  <2 +  T, and 
causes the components W  for all atoms to lie along the I I  axis, as shown in 
Figure 1.18. After the th ird  pulse, the components W  precess in the I  — I I  
plane about the —I I I  axis and at time tg — ts +  t ,  the stim ulated  echo time, 
W  lies in the - r l l  quadrant of the I  — I I  plane, at an angle A w r to the 
I I  axis — see Figure 1.19.
To appreciate why an echo is formed at this tim e, it is necessary to look 
again at the Bloch vector depicted in Figure 1.14. M  not only represents 
the Bloch vector of an atom  which has precessed through the angle A w r, 
but it also describes a whole group of atom s with detunings given by Aw^ = 
Aw 4- where n =  0 ,± 1 ,± 2 , . . .  All members of the group were aligned 
at t and were aligned again a t t  =  t i + r .  Thus, provided their velocity 
components rem ain unchanged, the tim e r  represents a rephasing tim e 
for the m em bers of this group. Since Figure 1.18 shows the position of the 
inversion component W  for all atom s imm ediately following the th ird  pulse.
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F ig u re  1.16 Precession of the Bloch vector M  after the  second excitation 
pulse.
I l l
F ig u re  1 .17  The Bloch vector M  can be resolved in to  two components, W  
along the I I I  axis, and D  initially along the —I  axis.
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F ig u re  1 .18 Position of the inversion components W  of all atom s imm edi­
ately after the th ird  excitation pulse has been applied.
I l l
-  /
F ig u re  1 .19 The position of a typical inversion component, W , at the echo 
form ation tim e.
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all m em bers of all groups are aligned at this tim e and they subsequently 
dephase. However, at tim e + r  the members of each group rephase, with 
the different groups rephasing at different angles A u j t  in the I ,  I I  quadrant. 
It will be recalled th a t up to now only the behaviour of those Bloch vectors 
th a t were in the — —I I  quadrant at tim e ti + r  has been considered. In 
fact, for atom s whose Bloch vector precession in the tim e r  between the 
first and second pulses causes them  to be displaced within i | -  from the —I I  
axis, then  im m ediately after the th ird  pulse has been applied the inversion 
com ponent, W  for all of these atom s lies along the - r l l  axis. Consequently, 
at tim e t =  is +  r  all of the inversion components, W , again lie within a 
net angular displacement of |  from the +11 axis. Similarly, for those atom s 
whose Bloch vectors precess in tim e r  after the first pulse through a net 
angular displacem ent such th a t they lie within ± |-  with respect to  the +11 
axis, im m ediately after the th ird  excitation pulse their inversion components 
W  all lie along the - I I  axis. Thus at tim e t = + r  each W  lies within
± 1  of the +11 axis. Hence at tim e t = + r  the W  components for all
atom s lie w ithin ± f  of the + / /  axis, resulting in a net macroscopic dipole 
m om ent. This net macroscopic moment at tim e t^ + r  is the stim ulated  echo. 
Note th a t since different groups are not all aligned at the echo form ation 
time the stim ulated  echo will be smaller in intensity  than the two excitation 
pulse echo.
1.3.4 C ollisional effects on echo form ation
So far this chapter has discussed the mechanisms for echo form ation for 
atom s whose only in teraction is with the optical field produced by the laser
Active atom
Perturber atom
F ig u re  1 .2 0  The im pact param eter, b, for a collision involving two atom s.
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L /U n p e rtu rb e d  
Perturbed
Atomic epaoing
F ig u re  1 .21  The variation of energy with atom ic separation for two energy 
levels. The energy difference between the levels also changes w ith the atomic 
separation, giving rise to  a change in the transition  frequency.
pulses. It is now necessary to  consider what happens when the echo form­
ing atom s (active atom s) are subjected to  one or more elastic collisions with 
perturbing atom s. Consider a collision w ith im pact param eter 6, as depicted 
in Figure 1.20 . W hen a collision takes place between an active atom  and a 
pertu rber atom  , the velocity of the active atom  is changed by some am ount, 
as is the phase of the a tom ’s dipole m om ent. The reason for the la tte r  ef­
fect is th a t during a collision the a tom ’s upper and lower energy states are 
usually perturbed  by different am ounts (see Figure 1.21), and so during the 
collision the a tom ’s transition  frequency varies slightly. W hen the colliding 
atoms are again well separated, the change in transition frequency during 
the collision manifests itself as a phase change in the atomic dipole m oment.
If the im pact param eter is small enough to produce a phase change of 
greater th an  t t ,  the collision is classified as ‘ha rd ’. Otherwise the phase 
change is less than  t t  and the collision is described as ‘soft’. The im pact 
param eter a t which the phase change is exactly t t  is referred to  as the  Weis- 
skopf radius, and is usually denoted by bw- Generally, hard collisions result 
in a loss of phase coherence due to  the im pact and are referred to as phase 
changing collisions (pcc). In the Bloch vector model pcc can be represented 
by a large random  displacement of the component of the Bloch vector in the 
I  — I I  plane to  some other part of the I  — I I  plane. The result of this dis­
placement is th a t the atom  does not contribute to the echo, for a t the echo
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form ation tim e the Bloch vector will not be aligned with those of nncollided 
atom s. In the case of soft collisions, the change in phase due to the im pact 
is small, but the change in the velocity of the centre of mass of the atom  has 
to  be taken in to  account, as an atom  which has undergone a velocity change 
will rad iate  at a different Doppler-shifted frequency in the laboratory  frame, 
w ith the result th a t the atom  will accum ulate a phase change which will in ­
crease as the tim e after the collision increases, such th a t the larger the tim e 
after the collision, the smaller the velocity change necessary to  accum ulate 
a sufficient phase change. This is manifest in the Bloch spheres as a change 
in the precession frequency Au> in the I  — I I  plane. Collisions of this type 
are called diffractive velocity changing collisions [24]. For hard  collisions, 
the effect of collisional velocity changes are masked by the large random  
phase change during the im pact. All collisions tha t destroy the phase co­
herence of the electric dipole moment of the atom , whether by im pact or by 
velocity change, are called optical coherence destroying collisions. The two 
pulse echo described in Section 1.3.1 is a ttenuated  by both types of optical 
coherence destroying collisions occurring at any time in the interval between 
the first excitation pulse and the echo.
The stim ulated echo is also a ttenuated  by both types of optical coherence 
destroying collisions during the two intervals tg — ti and tg — (3, when the 
relevant components of the Bloch vector are in the I - I I  plane. However, in 
the interval between the second and th ird  pulses the relevant components, 
W , are aligned along the inversion axis (see Figure 1.17) and are insensi­
tive to  the phase of the dipole m om ent. Thus, optical coherence destroying 
collisions occurring in the interval between the second and th ird  pulses do 
not a ttenuate  the stim ulated echo. This allows the effects of other collision 
mechanisms, th a t are otherwise masked by optical coherence destroying ef­
fects, to  be studied. In particular, this thesis utilises three pulse echoes 
to measure the cross sections for the collisional destruction of Zeeman co­
herences (depolarising collisions) in caesium by elastic collisions w ith noble 
gases, and to  observe the effect of collisional velocity changes on the Zeeman
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F ig u re  1.22  Echo form ation from three linearly polarised excitation pulses 
acting on a degenerate, two-level system.
coherences.
1.4 P hoton  echoes in degenerate tw o-level sys­
tem s.
Although the Bloch vector model is a useful construct in visualising the 
echo form ation process it is, however, only applicable to a non-degenerate, 
two-level system. Of course, most real systems do not fall in to  this category. 
The case of three non-degenerate levels is discussed in detail in Chapter 3 . 
A brief consideration of stim ulated echo form ation in a degenerate two level 
system is now given.
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Suppose a degenerate, two-level system is subjected to three, linearly 
polarised excitation pulses, as shown in Figure 1.22 (which shows only three 
Zeeman sub-levels for sim plicity). The first excitation pulse (a 7r-polarised 
pulse) forms an optical coherence between the ground and excited states, 
and again for simplicity only one A m  =  0 transition  is shown. The second 
excitation pulse (a cr-polarised pulse) forms coherences between the Zeeman 
sublevels of both the excited and ground states, called Zeeman coherences. 
The th ird  excitation pulse (another a pulse) transfers the Zeeman coher­
ences to  an optical coherence between the ground and excited states. The 
resu ltan t echo has the same linear polarisation as the first excitation pulse. 
In the interval between the second and th ird  excitation pulses, the echo 
producing inform ation resides only in the Zeeman coherences and compo­
nents of orientation and alignm ent. The echo can therefore be a ttenuated  
in this interval only by collisions which destroy the Zeeman coherences ei­
ther by ‘depolarising’ collisions or by collisional destruction of the velocity 
m odulations (velocity-changing collisions) of components of orientation and 
alignment.
The experiments performed for this thesis use the pulse-polarisation 
scheme depicted in Figure 1.22 but different level schemes designed to inves­
tigate ground sta te  and excited sta te  Zeeman coherences respectively, and 
are outlined in the next section.
1.5 The photon echo experim ents undertaken in 
this thesis.
The experim ents were designed to  measure the caesium-noble gas collision 
cross section for:
(i) destruction of optical coherence (phase changing and velocity 
changing collisions) on the 6 5 i TFi i transitions;
(ii) destruction of Zeeman coherences (depolarising and velocity chang­
ing collisions) on the 65 i ground sta te  and the IPz state .
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In addition, inform ation is obtained on the velocity changing collision cross 
sections for the 6 5 1 ground s ta te  and the mean square velocity change per 
collision.
Three types of three-pulse echo experiments were performed, and the 
energy level diagrams and excitation pulse sequences for these experiments 
are shown in Figure 1.23.
(a) tri-level echo experiments specifically designed to isolate the col­
lisional depolarising effects on the 65i ground state . The th ird
2
pulse transfers the ground sta te  coherences to the 7Pz level. The
echo is then formed on the QSi IPz transition  so th a t only
2 2
the ground state  Zeeman coherences are relevant. These experi­
m ents also gave the mean of the optical coherence cross sections
for the 7 P 3 <-»6S i and 7P i ^ 6Si transitions;
2 2 2 2
(b) tri-level echo experiments specifically designed to isolate the col­
lisional depolarising effects on the IPz excited state  — see Fig­
ure 1.23(b). Only prelim inary experiments were performed, and 
it was decided not to  pursue them  as the echo formed was too 
small to  work with;
(c) stim ulated echo experim ents which in principle give the com­
bined effect of collisional depolarisation in both the 65i ground
2
s ta te  and the 7 P | excited sta te  (in practice, however, because of 
the very small excited sta te  echo it seems likely th a t this exper­
im ent only m easured ground sta te  effects).
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F ig u re  1 .23 The excitation pulse sequence and the transitions involved for: 
(a) a tri-level echo experiment for ground sta te  collisional depolarisation; (b) 
a tri-level echo experiment for excited sta te  collisional depolarisation; (c) a 
stim ulated echo experiment.
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Chapter 2
A rev iew  o f tw o  and m u ltip le  p u lse  
p h o to n  echo exp er im en ts,
2.1 The first photon echo experim ents
Photon echoes were first observed by Kurnit et al [25] in 1964, who reported 
th a t a ruby crystal cooled to liquid nitrogen tem peratures had been made 
to emit spontaneously a short, intense burst of radiation after being excited 
by two short, intense light pulses at 693.5 nm from a Q-switched ruby laser. 
The experim ental arrangem ent employed is shown in Figure 2.1. In common 
w ith all echo experim ents, a m ajor difficulty was in detecting the weak echo 
signal w ithout incurring sa turation  or damage to the detector due to  the 
excitation pulses. Both Pockels cell electro-optic shutters and beam  angling 
(spatial filtering) techniques were employed to  this effect. Unfortunately, 
because of phase m atching requirem ents [15], the echo in tensity  was found 
to  decrease rapidly w ith the angle, 0, between the excitation pulses (see 
Figure 2.1) where (f> was of the order of a few m rads. Further experiments 
with ruby [26] [27] investigated the echo intensity  dependence upon the 
excitation pulse separation angle </>.
Scully at al [28] were the first to put forward the idea of photon echo for­
m ation in gases. They predicted th a t the echo forming conditions necessary 
would be sim ilar to  those encountered for a solid, with the addition th a t as 
the interpulse tim e increased, collisions would reduce the echo in tensity  in a
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m anner characteristic of the type of collision processes. Since photon echoes 
are free of the effects of inhomogeneous broadening, they therefore provide 
the basis of a Doppler free technique with which to study collisional effects 
on gases, and this has been the m ain use to  which the photon echo technique 
has been put (however photon echo experiments are still being conducted in 
solids e.g. Rebane et al [29]).
As pointed out in Subsection 1.3.4, interatom ic collisions can a ttenuate  
the echo intensity, w ith the a ttenuation produced in an experim ent being 
dependent on both the interpulse time and the gas pressure. Two types 
of experim ental procedure have therefore been adopted: those in which the 
gas pressure remains constant and the interpulse time is varied, and those 
in which the interpulse tim e remains fixed and the gas pressure is varied.
Photon  echo experiments in gases can be further classified in to  two broad
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categories: photon echoes formed on vibro-rotational transitions in molecu­
lar gases, (Subsections 2 .2.1 and 2 .2 .2 ), and photon echoes formed on elec­
tronic transitions in atom ic gases, (Subsections 2.3.1 and 2 .3 .2 ). From the 
late  1960’s through to  m ost of the 1970’s, the most readily available excita­
tion pulse source was the CO2 laser. Although the lasing frequency was fixed 
at wavelengths near 10.59 //m, the existence was known of several molecular 
gases which had vibro-rotational transitions near this frequency which could 
be m ade resonant with the laser by Stark-shifting techniques [14]. It was 
not un til the advent of the dye laser th a t photon echo experim ents could be 
performed with atom ic gases to investigate electronic transitions. Both two 
and m ultiple pulse echo experiments have been conducted in the two types 
of gases.
2.2 Photon echoes formed in molecular gases
2 .2.1 Two pulse echo experim ents
In 1968 Patel and Slusher [30] observed the first photon echo formed in 
a gas. The gas used was SFg (at a pressure of about 15 m to rr), and two 
separate CO2 lasers provided excitation pulses of % 200 ms duration. The 
laser frequency was resonant with one of the m any vibro-rotational levels 
associated w ith the 1/3 transition . W hen a fixed pressure of a few m torr of 
noble pertu rber gas were added, the relative echo intensity  was observed to 
decay exponentially as the interpulse tim e was increased, with the ra te  of de­
cay being a measure of the collision-induced homogeneous relaxation time 
(Tg) and hence dependent upon the particular pertu rber gas used. From 
their results Patel and Slusher were also able to  calculate the inelastic colli­
sion cross sections for the particular levels excited, and in conjunction with 
Gordon et al [31] investigated the echo’s intensity  and polarisation, using 
linearly polarised excitation pulses whose polarisation planes were inclined 
at varying angles to each other. Polarisation effects have also been studied 
in SFe by other authors [32] [33].
In 1971, Brewer and Shoemaker [34] reported the observation of pho-
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ton echoes in ^^CHsF and NH2D, using a novel technique called ‘Stark- 
sw itching’. Figure 2.2 is a block diagram of the main components used in 
a St ark-switching experim ent. In this technique, instead of using a pulsed, 
resonant laser to  excite a transition , a cw laser is employed, w ith the molec­
ular transition  Stark shifted in and out of resonance in a pulsed m anner. As 
well as opening up a much wider group of molecules which could be studied, 
this approach had the added advantage th a t the echo was detected through 
heterodyning the echo rad iation  with the much more intense cw laser rad ia­
tion, resulting in much greater sensitivity. Brewer and Shoem aker’s results 
for %2 indicated th a t collisional relaxation for CH3F -C H 3F collisions was 
prim arily through ro ta tiona l energy transfer. Further experim ents using 
^^CH3F in which the interpulse time r  was varied [35] w ith the ^^CH3F
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echo is produced, w ith the m aximum  length of the Carr-Purcell tra in  being 
dependent upon the inelastic collision and spontaneous decay rates.
pressure kept constant showed th a t the echo decay behaviour exhibited two 
distinct stages. A t small r  the decay varied exponentially as e~^'^ (where 
C is a constant proportional to  the collision rate), due to ro ta tional energy 
transfer, while at large r  the decay varied as . The change in the decay
is due to  the effects of velocity changing collisions, which are discussed in 
more detail in Section 6.3.
2.2.2 M ultip le pulse echo experim ents
Very few m ultiple pulse echo experiments have been performed using molec­
ular gases, probably because the level decay rates determined by such experi­
m ents are more readily available through other coherent transien t techniques 
e.g. delayed nu tation  and adiabatic passage. Stim ulated echoes have been 
observed in ^^CHgF and [14], but considerably more experiments
have been conducted employing the Carr-Purcell echo tra in . This type of 
echo derives its nam e from a similar phenomenon in nuclear m agnetic reso-
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nance, discovered by C arr and Purcell in 1954 [36] — see Figure 2.3. W hen 
a two pulse photon echo sequence is followed by a th ird  pulse, of area tt, at 
a tim e after the second pulse identical to the interval between the first pulse 
and the echo, another echo is formed (this is perhaps more readily apparent 
using the Bloch vector model). Furtherm ore, when a sequence of x  pulses is 
subsequently applied, all identically separated by the interval between the 
second and th ird  pulses, then an echo is produced midway between each 
pulse pair. The collisional decay rate of the echoes formed differs from th a t 
of echoes formed from two excitation pulses, as it is insensitive to  velocity 
changing collisions. The reason for this is th a t the dephasing th a t occurs 
after one of the x pulses is reversed after the next one and so on. By keeping 
the tim e between consecutive pairs of excitation pulses small, the dephasing 
brought about by velocity changing collisions can be m ade small, even if 
the time between the first excitation pulse and the echo is of the order 
of several excited sta te  lifetimes, and the echo will be much greater in 
intensity  than  an ordinary two pulse echo formed at the same tim e after the 
initial excitation pulse. C arr-Pur cell echoes have been used to determine 
the population decay rates, by inelastic collisions or spontaneous decay, in 
NHzD [37] and i^CHsF [38].
2.3 P hoton  echoes formed in atom ic gases
The first photon echoes produced in an atom ic gas were two pulse echoes 
observed on the first resonance transition 6 5 i  -m. 6P 3 in caesium, by Bolger 
and Diels [39] in 1968. W orking at a vapour pressure of SxlO "^ to rr, they 
m easured the decay of echo intensity as a function of interpulse tim e r ,  
w ithout foreign gas perturbers, and obtained a lifetime for the excited sta te  
of 28 ns. Research work has mainly concentrated on optical transitions in 
lithium , sodium, caesium and ytterbium  vapours which are perturbed  by low 
pressures of noble gases (<  1 to rr), where high vapour pressures of active 
atom s (of the order of 10“ ® to rr) can be readily achieved at modest tem ­
peratures. In terest has focussed on measurem ents of echo decay rates for
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inelastic collisions and elastic phase-interrupting collisions, the same mech­
anisms th a t produce foreign gas pressure broadening (see Subsection 1.2.1). 
Echoes provide a Doppler free technique for studying pressure broadening 
w ith the advantage th a t the perturber gas pressures used are very low (<  1 
to rr). Good reviews of some of this work are given by Mossberg et al [40] 
[41].
2.3.1 Tw o pulse photon echoes
Following the earlier work done by Bolger and Diels on the first resonance 
transition  in caesium, Baer and Abella [42] in 1976 observed echoes on four 
separate transitions between the F  = 3,4 hyperfine components of the cae­
sium 6 5 i ground sta te , and the second excited fine structure doublet 7P i , 
TPs (the same transitions are studied in the experim ental work of this the­
sis). For a caesium pressure of about 10“  ^ to rr and w ithout foreign gas 
perturber atom s, the lifetime for the 7Pi s ta te  was found to  be approxi­
m ately 150 ns, for both the P = 3 and P = 4 components of the ground 
state . M odulations were observed in the echo intensity as the interpulse 
time was increased, and these were interpreted as photon echo quantum  
beats due to  hyperfine structure. The experim ental results obtained were 
in close agreement to  those predicted in theory [43], in which the caesium 
atom  was trea ted  as a multilevel system. A spherical tensor treatm ent of 
photon echo quantum  beats has been produced by Baer [44]. Baer and 
Abella [45], and Aoki [46] have studied photon echo quantum  beats. In 
some of these experim ents they applied a weak longitudinal m agnetic field 
which resulted in a ro ta tion  of the plane of polarisation of the echo produced 
on either of the 65 i w  7 P i ,7 P i  transitions. This feature forms the basis 
of the polarisation ro tation  discrimination technique, in which identically 
plane-polarised excitation pulses, and the resultant echo, fall on an analyser 
whose polarisation axis is orthogonal to th a t of the excitation pulses. The 
excitation pulses are therefore blocked while a substantial part of the echo 
can be m ade to pass through the analyser, since the plane of polarisation of 
the echo is ro ta ted  by the magnetic field.
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Sodium has also been used as an echo forming medium, w ith the first
echoes observed on the sodium D lines by Bolger et al [47]. Collisional decay
of the D line transitions due to phase in terrupting  effects was reported by
Brewer and Genack [48] in 1976. In later experiments Flusberg et al [49]
studied collisional relaxation by noble gases for sodium atoms in therm ally
unpopulated states. Two lasers were employed in the experim ents, w ith
the first laser being a ‘pum p’ laser, tuned to  resonance with the sodium
Di  line to  populate the 3^P i state . The second laser was tuned to  an
2
appropriate 3^P i v?Si_ or 3^P i ^  tP D s transition, and provided the
2 2 2 2
two excitation pulses. The pump pulse preceded the first excitation pulse 
by 4 ns. All three pulses were collinear. Pockels cell shutters were used to  
reduce the in tensity  of these pulses at the photom ultiplier tube, and the echo 
decay was m easured by varying the noble gas pressure with fixed interpulse 
times. The exponential decay rate of the echo intensities for the various 
transitions did not exhibit a dependence. This was assumed to  be due to  
either population changing or elastic phase interrupting collisions (or both) 
dom inating over velocity changing effects. Later work by Mossberg et ai 
[50] [51] in 1980 studied the contribution of velocity changing effects to  the 
relaxation of optical coherence in sodium-helium collisions, as well as noble 
gas relaxation of the sodium D lines.
Beach et al [52] conducted some two pulse echo experiments using lithium  
vapour w ithout perturbers. In two separate experiments in which the exci­
tation  pulses were angled by 0.7 m rad and 1.4 m rad respectively, the m ea­
sured range of echo intensities (for echoes formed on the lithium  D 2 line) 
was greater than  10^°, and represented measurements made over a range 
of 15 radiative lifetimes. Echo intensity m odulations due to the hyperfine 
structure of the  upper s ta te  were also observed.
In o ther experim ents using lithium , Kachru et al [53] [54] studied col­
lisional effects on the two D line transitions, Di  (25i <-4. 2 P i )  and 
(2 5 i 2^ 2 )- They reported the first m easurem ent of a to ta l effective cross
section <J^s{oo), where C7eff(r) =  erg f  <7v(r). Here ag  describes the effects 
of hard, phase changing and inelastic collisions, and cr. ,^(r) describes the ef­
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fects of soft velocity changing collisions (see Subsection 1.3.4). The results 
obtained for the variation of creff(r) w ith r  were similar to Figure 2.4, The 
graph has its distinctive shape for the following reasons. As m entioned in 
Subsection 1.3.4, velocity changes experienced by the atom  in itia te  a phase 
change, which is built up linearly in time. For large velocity changes, only a 
com paratively short tim e has to  elapse before the accum ulated phase change 
results in the atom  being ‘lo st’ from the echo. For smaller velocity changes, 
the tim e required to  accum ulate a corresponding phase change is larger, w ith 
the result th a t as r  increases, weaker and weaker velocity changing collisions 
result in the atom  being lost from the echo. At very large r  the velocity 
changing effect sa turates towards a lim iting value, creff(oo), at which essen­
tially all velocity changing collisions a ttenuate  the echo. Typical velocity 
changes were estim ated to  be roughly 1% of the mean therm al speed.
The first resonance transition  of y tterbium  (^5q P i)  has also been 
studied by m any workers. Forber et al [55] [56] investigated collisional 
effects w ith xenon as the perturber gas, using both  photon echoes and Lamb 
dip m easurem ents, and found th a t the values for as  and crçff(oo) obtained
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by both techniques agreed to  within 10%. Further work by the same authors 
on the same transition  [57] m easured the velocity dependence of the to ta l 
cross section, again with a xenon perturber, and concluded th a t quantum  
mechanical van der W aals scattering was the predom inant in teraction.
D urr ant and M anners [58] [59] m ade the first m easurem ents of elas­
tic collision cross sections for noble gas broadening of the caesium 65 i t-» 
JPifTPs  doublet in 1984. À vapour pressure of about 10“ ® to rr was used, 
and the echoes were observed using the polarisation ro tation  discrim ina­
tion technique. Using helium, neon, argon and krypton as perturbers (w ith 
pressures typically below 1 to rr), they found reasonable agreement between 
most of their m easurem ents of the elastic collision cross sections and the 
corresponding broadening constants obtained by high resolution m easure­
ments of pressure broadened line profiles [5] [6] [7] [60]. Further noble gas 
perturber experim ents for the same caesium transitions [61] established an 
estim ate for the average diffractive velocity change produced by a collision.
In addition to  the two pulse echoes described above, experim ents have 
also been performed using the ‘tw o-photon’ echo. This type of echo (along
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with other echoes) was predicted in several papers [62] [63] [64], but was 
first observed in sodium in 1978 by Flusberg et al [65]. The excitation 
pulse sequence employed is shown in Figure 2.5. The two-photon echo was 
produced in a three-level system with energy levels a, 6 and c such tha t the 
a ^  b and the b ^  c transitions were electric dipole allowed, but the a c 
transition  was not. The atom  was excited by two ‘pulses’, each containing 
two optical fields uj[ and a;" (near flcfc &nd respectively) which could 
together resonantly excite the a ^  c transition  by two photon absorption, 
producing a coherent superposition of the a and c states. A probe pulse 
of frequency applied at tim e r  after the second pulse sim ultaneously 
produced a photon echo of frequency uj[. Since the two-photon echo depends 
on the rephasing of the forbidden a ^  c transition, the echo intensity  was 
independent of the collisional decay of the interm ediate sta te , and so the 
collisional decay rate  measured is th a t of the forbidden transition.
Generally speaking, collision cross sections measured by two pulse echo 
techniques agree fairly well w ith those m easured by line broadening experi­
m ents. Mossberg et al [37] reported significant discrepancies between their 
photon echo m easurem ents of the sodium Di  : D 2 broadening constant ra ­
tios, and previously obtained linewidth measurements. Kachru et al [53] 
[54] in their experiments using lithium  reported discrepancies between the 
ratios of the D line broadening cross sections for their echo m easurem ents 
compared to  those obtained by lineshape m easurements. In their work on 
caesium, D urrant and M anners [58] [59] found th a t their broadening con­
stan t ratios were consistently slightly smaller than earlier line shape m ea­
surem ents [5] [6] [7] [60]. One possible reason for the discrepancies is th a t 
photon echo experiments are performed at very low pressures, whereas line 
broadening experiments are performed in the wings of the broadened profile 
at high pressures, where the im pact approxim ation may no longer be strictly 
valid.
2.3.2 T hree pulse photon echoes
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tri-level echo.
A wide variety of three pulse photon echo experiments utilising one or more 
transitions is possible, and a common (but not rigorous) way of categoris­
ing them  is to  divide the experiments in to  two types. Those in which the 
first and second pulses are on the same transition  are often called ‘stim ­
u lated ’ echoes (these can occur in both two and three-level systems) — 
see Figure 2.6(a). Those in which the first and second pulses are not on 
the same transition  are often term ed ‘tri-level’ echoes — see Figure 2 .6(b). 
W hen polarised light is used and different Zeeman transitions are excited 
this nom enclature is ambiguous. Sometimes the term  tri-level is used when 
three energy levels are involved. The experiments performed for this thesis 
use polarised light, and for convenience a decision on terminology has had to 
be made. The term  ‘stim ulated  echo’ is used when all three excitation pulses 
connect the  same two energy levels (see Figure 1.23(c)), and the term  ‘tri- 
level’ echo is used when three energy levels are involved (see Figure 1.23(a),
(b)): these figures should be regarded as the defining figures whenever the 
term s stim ulated and tri-level are subsequently used in this thesis.
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In fact, several different kinds of tri-level and stim ulated echo can be 
produced, and a comprehensive review is given by Mossberg et al [37]. Three 
pulse echoes have several advantages over two pulse echoes, one of these 
being th a t phase m atching of the wave vectors for the excitation pulses and 
the echo can be achieved for non-collinear pulses (see Section 3 .7 ). Another 
advantage is th a t three pulse echoes can be used to study the collisional 
relaxation of dipole forbidden transitions. More im portantly  perhaps, is 
th a t the effects of collisions on populations and Zeeman coherences can be 
studied — the subject of this thesis.
Phase m atching for three pulse echoes allows for echo propagation in
both the forward direction (this is taken to be in roughly the same direction
as the first pulse), and also the backward direction (details of phase matching
and Doppler dephasing effects are given in Chapter 3). Fujita  et al [66]
reported the first backward stim ulated echo on the 3 5 1 3 Pi sodium D
2 2
line in 1979, though since the excitation pulses had orthogonal polarisations, 
the authors pointed out th a t the echo could be thought of as a backward, two 
level version of a tri-level echo. Using argon as the perturber good agreement 
was found w ith the decay ra te  measurements obtained by Flusberg et al [49] 
using two pulse echoes. The same backward stim ulated echo technique was 
employed by As aka et al [67] in their measurem ents of collisional broadening 
of the XT,  AS transition  of molecular sodium. This technique is also 
employed in the experim ents conducted in this thesis.
Mossberg et al [68] reported  the first tri-level echo in sodium in 1977, 
when they investigated the collisional relaxation by argon of optical coher­
ences on several forbidden ^  n^Dz transitions. The excitation pulse
2 2 ^
sequence used is shown in Figure 2.7(a). Two years later the same authors 
[69] published their m easurem ents of helium, neon and argon induced colli­
sional relaxation of the forbidden 35 ^  nS  (35 ^  nD)  transitions, where 
71 ranged from 5 to 20 (4 to  34). W here applicable, their collision cross 
sections compared very well w ith two photon absorption m easurem ents. In 
another kind of tri-level experiment (term ed an inverted difference frequency 
tri-level echo) [70] the  cross sections were studied for noble gas broadening
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(a) Sum -frequency tr i—level echo
7T
/ \
7T
■7!T
%/2
(b) Inverted difference frequency  
tr i—level echo
F ig u re  2.7 Excitation pulse sequences for (a) sum-frequency tri-level echo, 
and (b) inverted difference-frequency tri-level echo,
of the forbidden 3 P i ^  3 P | transition in sodium — the excitation pulse
sequence for this experim ent is shown in Figure 2.7(b). Similar tri-level echo
experiments using caesium have been performed by Manners and D urrant
[71], in which a tri-level echo was used to measure the collision cross sections
(using noble gas perturbers) for the electric-dipole-forbidden fine structure
transition  7P i <-»• 7Pa.
2 2
Stim ulated echoes occur when the first two pulses of a three pulse se­
quence excite the same transition . The th ird  pulse can then be on the same 
transition  or on a different transition from one of the two levels excited. 
The im portan t feature of the stim ulated echo is tha t it is insensitive to  
phase changing collisions occurring in the interval (32 between the second 
and th ird  pulses. This feature allows other collision mechanisms, such as 
velocity changing collisions, occurring in this interval to be studied.
Mossberg et al have performed stim ulated echo m easurem ents of he-
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Hum induced [72] and CO induced [73] velocity changing cross sections of 
sodium atom s in the 3 5 i and 3P  states. Several stim ulated echo experi­
m ents have also been performed in y tterb ium  by Keller and Le Gouët [74] 
[75] [76], Yodh et al [77] and Ghosh et al [78] [79]. In these experiments 
different Zeeman sublevels are selected by suitably polarising the excitation 
pulses. Keller and Le Gouët m easured elastic and depolarising cross sections 
between helium, neon and xenon perturbers and 656p^Pi level ytterbium  
atom s. Yodh et al performed similar experiments, though the respective 
polarisations of the excitation pulses enabled different relaxation rates to 
be studied. Ghosh et al investigated collision kernels via isolated m ultipole 
echoes; the first two excitation pulses were identically elliptically polarised, 
creating a velocity space grating formed from anisotropic moments of the 
^Pi excited state . The th ird  excitation pulse was plane polarised and inci­
dent on the sample at an angle to the first two pulses. The resultant echo 
was formed in the same direction as the th ird  pulse, and was fed in to  a 
photom ultiplier tube after passing through an analyser. Through varying 
the polarisation of the first two pulses, the collisional relaxation of different 
m ultipole m om ents could be studied.
Lastly, m ention is made of some interesting phase conjugation experi­
ments conducted by Carlson et al [80] in y tterbium  vapour. Using a stim ­
ulated echo, they found th a t the echo signals could be backward propagat­
ing, phase conjugate repHcas of the  second excitation pulse. A considerable 
amount of work has also been conducted into the use of stim ulated photon
echoes as a means of storing inform ation [81] [82].
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Chapter 3
A d en sity  m atrix  approach  to  p h oton  
echo form ation  in  a th ree-leve l a tom
This chapter deals with the theory of echo form ation in a non-degenerate 
three-level atom  using density m atrices. The final section shows how the 
theory can be modified to  apply to  real atom s with Zeeman-degenerate lev­
els. S tarting  with the tim e-dependent Schrodinger equation, Section 3.1 
considers an atom  interacting with an applied optical field of frequency uj 
and introduces the idea of a tim e-independent Ham iltonian, and a corre­
sponding tim e evolution operator in a ‘ro ta ting  fram e’. Section 3.2 considers 
the case of near-resonant pulsed excitation and derives the ro tating  frame 
H am iltonian È^ J for a two-level atom  in m atrix  form. A form of the time 
evolution operator m atrix  for a two-level atom , which can be applied to a 
three-level atom  subject to pulses th a t are resonant with two levels only, 
is derived in Section 3.3. The concept of density matrices is introduced in 
Section 3.4. Section 3.5 derives the dipole moment expectation value for a 
single atom . The phase of a dipole moment due to a single atom , and hence 
the macroscopic polarisation of a vapour sample as a whole, is calculated 
in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 considers the case when this polarisation is a 
m aximum , which constitutes the echo form ation time, and determines the 
reduction of echo intensity  when non-collinear excitation pulses are used. 
Using the concept of ‘Fresnel Zones’, Section 3.8 establishes expressions for 
both the absolute echo intensity, and the num ber of photons which comprise
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the echo, for collinear excitation pulses. Section 3,9 shows how velocity m od­
ulated populations can be produced by two excitation pulses. Finally, the 
rotating-fram e phase m atrix  for a simplified version of the stim ulated echo 
experiments performed in this thesis is given in Section 3.10. Throughout 
this chapter the assum ption is made th a t the atom  can be considered s ta ­
tionary for the duration of each excitation pulse (i.e. Doppler broadening 
during excitation is ignored); this is analogous to  the assum ption made in 
C hapter 1 th a t during excitation kE q >  A u.
3.1 The tim e evolution operator of an excited  
three-level atom
The laboratory  frame time dependent Schrodinger equation for an isolated, 
unperturbed atom  is given by
S o m  =  (3.1)
where Hq is the Ham iltonian (operators are denoted by '). If the  atom  is 
irrad iated  with light of frequency u  then an atom-field in teraction energy 
operator V  results, where in the electric dipole approxim ation V  is given by
V  =  - f Ê  (3.2)
here p is the electric dipole.vector operator and Ê  is the electric vector of 
the steady optical field. Equation 3.1 then becomes
=  (3.3)
This equation can be more easily solved if one removes the fast optical time 
variations of angular frequency u  by transform ing from the laboratory  frame 
to a ‘ro ta ting  fram e’ and uses an approxim ation known as ‘the ro tating  wave 
approxim ation’ to  obtain a tim e-independent Ham iltonian The details 
of the transform ation will be dealt with in the next section, but for the
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moment the assum ption is made th a t the transform ed Ham iltonian is 
tim e-independent. Wave functions and operators in the ro ta ting  frame are 
denoted by a subscript w. If one defines a wave function of slowly
varying am plitude by
(3.4)
where A is a transform ation operator which removes the fast optical time 
variations of frequency w, then
Differentiating equation 3.4 gives
and applying equation 3.3 yields
^V'a/Cf) _  AÂt: , M u  ^= edt h
— (3-5)
where
=  e'^^lÈa +  V- -  hÂ]e-'^* (3.6)
Since the condition was made th a t is tim e independent, equation 3.5 can 
be in tegrated  to give
=  (3.7)
where V'w(^o) is the initial wave function and M  is the tim e evolution op­
erator in the ro tating  frame. This analysis has so far considered steady
continuous wave excitation starting  at tim e to. From now on this chapter
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F ig u re  3.1 G round-state two-level atom  excited by light of frequency w
will consider the effect of Fourier-transform  lim ited square pulses of duration 
■T. The tim e evolution operator is then given by
M  =  (3.8)
In the next section the explicit form of is obtained for a two-level sub­
system excited by a resonant pulse.
3.2 A tim e-independent H am iltonian for a two- 
level system
In all of the experiments performed for this thesis, any one laser pulse is 
tuned to  resonance with a transition  connecting only two levels, so it is 
sufficient to  lim it this analysis to  the resonant interaction of a laser pulse 
with a two-level sub-system. Consider the case of a non-degenerate two-level 
atom  with ground sta te  \a > of zero energy and excited sta te  |6 > of energy 
hÇl as depicted in Figure 3.1. The Ham iltonian for the system is given by 
the m atrix  H q where
a n )
Since this analysis concerns states which are non-degenerate, the vector 
aspects of p and E  in equation 3.2 are suppressed so it is sufficient to look at 
scalar representations of these quantities. The m atrix  for the dipole operator
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is then
( pi T )
where pab =< a\p\h >. The electric field seen by the atom  can be represented
by
F  =  +  (3.11)
where 5 is a constant am plitude and k is the wavevector for a pulse of 
frequency u  near n . It is assumed th a t the pulse duration is sufficiently 
small th a t the effect of the m otion of the atom  during the pulse can be 
neglected and so f i s  the position of the atom  at the time of the pulse. Since 
E  is not an operator, the operator m atrix  V  =  —p E  is given by
\  +  cc) 0
From equation 3.4 the m atrix  for is given by
(3.12)
=
1 0 \ / 0
\  0 I
Hence A  is
^ = ( ü )
The H am iltonian can now be determined in m atrix  form using equation 3.6 
i.e.
H „ =  e-^ ‘(H o +  V  -  h A ) e - ' ^ ‘ (3.14)
This calculation is greatly simplified since H q and -A A  are diagonal and
therefore rem ain unchanged by this transform ation. Hence equation 3.14
becomes
H „ =  H o -  h A  +  (3,15)
where
a(n % ))
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Now g xAt matrix form iIS
gîA<Ve-^At ^  ( 1 P I X
lut\ 0  e
f  0 +  cc) \  f  1 0 y
On evaluation this becomes
e iA ty^ - iA t  ^
f  0 5e"^(2u;t-fc-r)j \
\  0 j
Using the ro tating  wave approxim ation allows one to neglect term s contain­
ing giving
i A t y  - iA t _  I ® Pabt^  6 ^
I 0 (3.17)
Hence
" " - ( - J # ' -  % : : )  j
Clearly is tim e-independent.
Since the atom  can be considered to be at rest for the duration of the 
excitation pulse there is effectively no Doppler shift, so all the atom s see the 
same optical field. If w =  17 there is no detuning and ^(17 — w) =  0 holds 
for all atom s. The m atrix  for can be w ritten
where
CK =  (3.20)
In sum m ary the ro tating  wave approxim ation has been used to  obtain a 
tim e-independent Ham iltonian in the ro tating  frame. The next step is to 
solve the Schrodinger equation.
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3.3 D eterm ination  of M m atrix
Equation 3.8 defines the m atrix  M  i.e.
M = (3.21)
Hü, is not diagonal and so the calculation cannot be easily performed. How­
ever it is possible to transform  the exponent in equation 3.21 to  one which 
is diagonal. Equation 3.21 can be expressed as a Taylor sum i.e.
M  — 1 -f -f ^ ( — 4- ... (3.22)
Let S be an arb itrary  square m atrix . Then
M  =  S S - '( l  +  ^ H „ r + l ( ^ H „ r ) 2  +  , . .)S S - '
=  S(1 +  ^ r S - 'H „ S  +  i ( : ^ r ) 2 S - 'H i S  4
= S(1 +  ^ t S - 'H „ S  +  i ( ^ r ) ^ S - i H „ S S - 'H „ S  +  . . .)S - i
=  S(1 +  ^ r S - 'H „ S  + i ( ^ r ) 2 ( S - i H „ S ) ^  +  . . .)S - i
and thus
(3.23)
Clearly th is transform ation holds for any square m atrix  but is of use here, if 
S is the m atrix  which diagonalises H^,.
3.3.1 T he d iagonalisation o f Ho;
The diagonalising m atrix  S can be determ ined by looking at the eigenvalues 
A of Hw i.e.
a
- A I =  0
a *
=  0
- A
A2 =  \a\^
A =  ±!o:
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The eigenvalues m ust also satisfy the m atrix  equation
-  AI)X =  0 (3.24)
where X  is the column vector
Thus for A =  |o:| equation 3.24 becomes
=  0
- | a |  a* I / z i
a -|a| y y Z2 y
- \ a \ x i a * X 2 — 0
a
X2 — ]—rZi 
CKI
giving the column eigenvector
which under norm alisation becomes
where X + denotes the column eigenvector obtained when A =  \a\. For 
A =  —\a\ another normalised column eigenvector X _ results such tha t
^ -  =  7 5 ( 4 )
The diagonalising m atrix  S is then the square m atrix  formed from the two 
column vectors i.e.
A closer look at S reveals th a t it is an orthogonal m atrix , since the scalar 
product of X + and X _ is zero (the two row vectors th a t comprise S also 
have a scalar product of zero) and therefore
S~^ =
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Thus
3.3.2 The m atrix M
The factor in the exponent of equation 3.23 is
^  /  |a | 0 y
[  0 - |a |  I
and because this is diagonal one obtains
g - iS - iH .S T ^
0 e 'i
The full expression for equation 3.23 then becomes
2 |a |
- 2|giSin| cos I
(3.28)
(3.29)
e4 J
Introducing 6 , the pulse area, where
^ =  2 ! a |r / a  (3.31)
allows equation 3.30 to be w ritten  as
/  e ~ 'f  0 \
(3.32)
which on evaluation is found to be
M  =  I K - '* +
(3.34),
Equation 3.34 gives the M  m atrix  for a two-level system subject to a single 
resonant pulse. The next step is to adapt this result so th a t it is appropriate 
for a three-level system subject to resonant pulses.
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F ig u re  3.2 (2) G round-state tri-level echo sequence for a three-level atom j 
(22) Excited-state tri-level echo sequence for a three-level atom .
3.3.3 The M m atrix for a three-level system
If one now considers the case of the three-level atom  shown in Figure 3 .2 (2*) 
with ground sta te  \a > and excited states |6 > and [c > (w ith sta te  |c > a t a 
higher energy than  sta te  |6 > ), the m atrix  for a pulse of frequency
(where m  = 1, 2 ) which is resonant with the |6 > —\ol > transition  is 
clearly given by
/ cos y  
-2 |f js in  
0
cos ^ (3.35)
where a  — — and 9i =  2 |a | r / ^ .  Similarly a pulse of frequency 
Um (where m  =  3) which only acts on the [c > - \ a  > transition  has an 
Mmc4H.a m atrix  given by
M 3c4-*a —
/ C O S
l^7l C O S  Ÿ
(3.36)
where 7  — ^  s-n-d 3^ — 2 |7 | r / ^ .  The pulse sequence shown
in Figure 3 .2 ( 2*) will in future be referred to  as the ‘ground-state tri-level 
echo’ sequence since the ground state is the one level common to all three 
excitation pulses and the echo (when formed). The density m atrix  analysis 
in the next section features explicit calculations for the ground-state tri-level
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echo. The result for the excited-state tri-level echo, Figure 3.2(w), will ju st 
be quoted since the analysis is similar to  th a t for the ground-state tri-level 
echo, bu t the m ain steps in the calculation are given in A ppendix A.
3.4 G eneration of density m atrices
If a three-level system is described in the laboratory  frame by a s ta te  vector 
then the laboratory  frame density m atrix  p{t) is defined by
(3.37)
Transferring to  the ro tating  frame gives a new sta te  vector where ac­
cording to  equation 3.4
Now
and so the density m atrix  in the ro tating frame p,^[t) is denoted by the 
expression
p^it)  =
=  (3.38)
Let Pu{to) be the initial ro ta ting  frame density m atrix . For a resonant laser 
pulse occurring at tim e t where t > to the tim e evolution of the density 
m atrix  is described by
p„(0 = M p„(<o)M -' (3.39)
For an arb itra ry  sequence of n pulses the interaction-picture density m atrix  
is clearly given by
p„(t) = m „ m „ -i..M ip „ ((o )m ;-'..m ;:iM ;' (3.40)
where t > tn, tn > tn - i  and tn is the tim e of occurrence of the n th  pulse. 
Equation 3.39 also requires the inverse M  m atrix  and it is a straight-forw ard
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m atte r to  show th a t for the three-level interaction matrices established ear­
lier the inverse m atrices are
c o s |.  0 ^
2 A  sin ^  cos 4 - 0|a| —- 2 
0
(3.41)
/
and
= (3.42)0 1 0
V 0 cos^f J
The laboratory-fram e density m atrix  for a three-level atom  which is initially 
in the ground sta te  is
p ( io )  =
Applying equation 3.38 gives
^ 1 0  0  ^
0 0 0 
0 0 0 y
( 1 0 .0 \
(3.43)
Puii^o) — 0 0 0 
0 0 0
(3.44)
Using equation 3.39 for the first pulse in the ground-state tri-level echo 
sequence (see Figure 3.2(i)) i.e.
Puih) =
yields
- z ^ s i n ^ i  sin^ 0
V
(3.45)
(3.46)
y
■2|a | ........  ^ 2
0 0 0
If a second pulse of the same frequency as applied at a tim e then the 
density m atrix  a t tim e i 2 is calculated from
(3.47)
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giving
Puih) =
^  Paa Pab 0 ^
Pba Pbb 0
0 0 0
(3.48)
where
9 92
P aa  =  COS" —  COS" —  +  sin^ —  sin^ —— - s i n ^ i s i n ^ 2 (
Pbb
Pab
.2^1  
2
2 2^ 1
2 4
q*/3 + (3* a  
M/3\ ^
sin^ J  cos^ J  +  cos^ y  sin^ y  +  ^ »in Sj sin ° )
* 1 . 0 /  2^2Û! . 2=  -  sin^i(cos^
^2 a d '"  . 2
/3 =  - P 6a52e^^2'f2 and 2^ =  2l/3 |r//l.
If a th ird  pulse of frequency U3 acts upon the system at tim e <3 then the 
resulting density m atrix  at time (3 is given by
- 1
Hence
Pw(<s) =
^  Paa Pab Pac ^
Pba Pbb Pbc
 ^ Pea Pcb Pcc j
(3.49)
where
=  cos^ Y  [cos y  C O S  y  +  S i n  ^
Pbb =  sin^ Y  cos^ y  +  cos^ y  sin^ y  +  ^  sin 9i sin 2^ ( ^  )
Pcc =  sin^ y  [cos^ y  cos^ y  +  sin^ y  sin^ y  -  ^  sin 9i s in ^2( -  ^ j j  ^ )]
P.S =  p;. =  ^ cos |[sinPx(cos^ y ^  '  Y ( ^ )  +
Pac =  Pea =  ^ sin ^ 3 [cos^ ^  cos^ y  +  sin^ y  sin^ y  -  ^  sin 9i sin 2^ (
M P \
1 . ^ 3 7 % .  /, / • 2 ^2 Q:*/3^ 2 ^ 2  ol z3 • z) 1P6c =  P c 6 = 2 s m y p ^ [s m 6 ? i ( s m  y _ _ c o s  y _ ) _ c o s ^ : s i n ^ 2 j j ^ ]
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3.5 T he dipole m om ent expectation  value
The expectation value of the dipole moment in the laboratory  frame, < p > , 
is found by the relationship
< p > =  T r(p p )  (3.50)
where Tv  refers to  the trace of m atrix  (pp ) which is the sum of the elements 
in the leading diagonal, p  is the density operator m atrix  for the laboratory 
frame and p  is the dipole operator m atrix. In the  ground-state tri-level echo 
sequence, the m atrix  p has the form
0 Pab Pac \
p  = Pba 0 0
 ^ Pea 0 0 /
Using the transform ation given in equation 3.38 
trix  given in equation 3.49 to the laboratory fran
p[t) =
^  Paa  
Phae- '^^^^
Pate'"':'
Pbb
.  to convert the density r 
me density m atrix  p{t) gi
Pace'-"’* ^
ma-
ves
Pcc
{t > tz)
Renee
(
PP =
PaèPèae^^ l^* +  PacPcae'‘^ 3i PaaPafc PaaVac ^
P66P6a +  P6cPcae '^" ‘^ ')^ PbaPate"'^* PhaVac '^""^^^
^Pc6P6ae-'("'"-"'')* +  PccPca PcaPate-'""'' PcaPace-''":'*^
Applying equation 3.50 gives
< p >  -  PafcPiae"' '^* +  PacPcae‘‘^ *^ +  PbaPabe~'"^^^
— '^ a b  +  P^ac
(3.51)
where
"Pab =  Pa6P6ae'‘^ *^ +  PfcaPate 
Pac =  PacPca '^'^^  ^ +  PcaPac^"''^^^
+  PcaPace
(3.52)
(3.53)
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Each of the  m atrix  elements of equation 3.49 contains various combinations 
of the phase factors a, /3, 7  and their conjugates. Adopting the nom enclature 
used by Mossberg et al [37], each group of phase terms can be thought of as 
a ‘m em ory-term ’. In order to  show the form of these memory term s more 
clearly consider the case when 9i = 62 = O3 = ^.  The m atrix  element 
can then be w ritten
Pab — Pba
i V 2 a '  iV 5 a/3'"
8 |o | 4 |/3 |' 8 la||/3|2
=  f i '  +  f s '  +  r ' f  (3.54)
and the m atrix  element p^c can be w ritten
Pac ~  Pea
i  7* i  a * P j *  i
4 h i  8 ia ||/? ||7 | 8 |o!||/)||7|
=  +  + (3.55)
Only those memory term s which contain all three phase factors (or their 
conjugates) go on to  produce the echo, and for the ground-state tri-level 
echo the memory term s are x iV  and and the conjugates and r i ? .  
For the excited-state tri-level echo excitation scheme
< P >  =  PabPbae'^^^^ +  P b a P a b e ' ' ’" ^ ^ ^ P b c P c b e ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^  ^  PcbPbce^"^^^
=  Pab 4- Pbc (3.56)
In this case the only memory term s which contribute to the echo are the 
Pbc  ^ ^-nd term s. W ith 9i = 92 = 9  ^ =  |  these can be
w ritten
where C =
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This section has shown th a t the dipole expectation value for the ground- 
s ta te  tri-level echo can be thought to contain the C^ba) (T^a)
memory term s (where I =  1 ,2 ,3 ), w ith corresponding expressions for the 
excited-state tri-level echo. The next section shows how these memory term s 
can give rise to  coherent emission from the vapour sample after an excitation 
pulse(s) has occurred.
3.6 Coherent em ission from a vapour after exci­
tation
3.6.1 The phase o f the dipole m om ent
As sta ted  in the previous section, the ground-state tri-level photon echo will 
contain a com bination of the phase factors of the three excitation pulses: i.e. 
the term s in < p > which give rise to the tri-level echo m ust be the memory 
term s which contain all three phase factors a , 0  and 7 . The only such term s
are and r i ? ,  as can be seen from equation 3.55. All the  other memory
term s which contribute to < p > are connected with free induction decay 
processes and two-pulse photon echo form ation on the |6 > - \ a  > transition. 
If is the  dipole m om ent of the memory term  then for =  62  =
where Pac =  Pea =  P- For all o ther values of then
^ ' " = ‘ +  c.c.) (3.60)
where C = —p^ sin 6i sin $2 sin ^3.
Since the phase (^ 19 of the dipole moment is of in terest, equation 3.59 
can be w ritten
+  c.c.) (3.61)
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F ig u re  3 .3  The position vector r  of an atom  with constant velocity v. 
where
— (^1*^ 1 ~  ^2'^2) T" 3^*^ *3 ~ ^3^ (3.62)
This corresponds to  the case when the excitation pulses are counterpropa- 
gating, as will be shown la ter (see Figure 3.4). A similar analysis for v i V  
yields the phase term  cp^ac where
' 4>^ac — — — ^2*^ 2) •f (3.63)
and this phase term  corresponds to the case when all of the excitation pulses 
are copropagating. Since all the experiments performed for this thesis use 
the counterpropagating pulse configuration further analysis will concentrate 
on and only.
3.6.2 The to ta l radiating dipole m om ent
For an atom  travelling at constant velocity u, the position f  of. the atom  
at tim e t (where t > is) is related to the positions a t tim es tm (where 
m  =  1,2, 3) by the equation
f  =  r ; ; - f  F(t -  t^.)' (3.64)
This relationship is depicted in Figure 3.3. Making the subject and 
substitu ting  in to  equation 3.62 gives
=  [kvir -  v{t -  ti)) -  k2 ' { f  -  v{t -  t2 ))]
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+  A:3*(r — v[i — (3)) — wgt 
=  [t'*((A:i — ^2) -f ks) — uj t^]
— v*[(/:i(t — ti)  — A;2(t — ^2)) +  ^3(t — 3^)] (3.65)
In this expression for (/}^ac only the velocity v varies from atom  to atom  in 
the sample. If at some tim e t, (f)^ac is nearly independent of v, then the 
sample is said to  exhibit local coherence at th a t time.
Now from equation 3.61
■p^ 2) _  . Qoi[r'{{ki—k2)+k2)—ui2t\
X e~^^*[(^i(i-*i)-^2(t-t2))TA:3(t-t3)] _j_ g g (3.66)
Averaging over all atom s at position r  using the normalised therm al velocity 
distribution n{v) where
(where iV is the num ber of atom s, =  2A;gT/m, m is the mass of an atom , 
ks  is B oltzm ann’s constant and T  is the tem perature in Kelvin) gives
X ^ y c.c.(3.68)
where
/OO y 00 ÇOO poo• • •dv=  / / • • • dv^dvydvz
-00 J — 00 J —OQ — 00
since the averaging is equivalent to the integral of equation 3.66 over the 
normalised therm al velocity distribution. If for some value of t the vector 
which forms the dot product with v in the integrand of equation 3.68 is very 
small in m agnitude i.e.
{ki{t — t i)  — k2{t — 1 2)) ■+k^it — t^) ^  0 (3.69)
the exponential factor is close to unity and the coherent emission will have 
its m axim um  value.
The next section establishes the time t  at which equation 3.69 is a m in­
imum.
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F ig u re  3 .4  Vector diagram  of excitation pulse wavevectors showing echo 
form ation from counterpropagating pulses.
3.7 The echo form ation tim e and intensity
3.7.1 The tim e o f echo form ation
If K{t)  represents the left-hand side of equation 3.69 i.e.
K{t)  =  (ki{t  -  t i )  -  k2{t -  <2)) -r kzlt -  ts) 
then the m inim um  value of K{t)  is found from
(3.70)
dt
=  0 (3.71)
The echo wavevector A;, is defined by the vector equation (see Figure 3.4)
kz — ki -  k2 -t k-3,
Equation 3.70 can be w ritten
K{t)  — kgi — ki t i  4- k2t2 — k^ts
= k. t  -  3 (3.72)
where
D =  kit i  -r ^2^2 — k^ts
Equation 3.71 then yields
2/jgtg -  2kz‘D =  0
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F ig u re  3.5 Phase-m atching diagram  for ground-state echo
Hence
tp, = K 'D (3.73)
W riting equation 3.73 in full gives
_  kz'ki ke'{-k2)^ ks'ks ,
Setting ti = 0  and t^n  = im ~ tn enables equation 3.74 to be w ritten
^  _  ks-{-k2)^  , k.'k^
(3.74)
(3.75)
Figure 3.5 shows the phase-m atching diagram  in more detail (for clarity the 
angles and differences of wavevector amplitudes are greatly exaggerated). 
The dot products in equation 3.75 can then be evaluated to  give
h # l « 2 r C o s 5  +  i y M t 3 c o s xfc? -  - ■ ki 
Now |A:i| =  |/î2|, IAjsI =  I^ Jel and for d < x  <  1 this equation reduces to
(3.76)
ki
te ~  7~t2i +  tg 
«3
(3.77)
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3.7.2 The relative echo in tensity  for angled excitation  pulses
The expression for the average radiating dipole m oment, equation 3.68, can 
be rew ritten
X 1  c.c. (3.78)
and clearly this will be a maximum when |^ ( t ) |  =  0 , the case when the 
excitation pulses are collinear. In this experiment however the  pulses are 
not collinear and so the echo intensity  is reduced from its m axim um  value. 
Combining equations 3.72 and 3.73 gives
K{U)  = + ^ * ') ) -  D (3.79)
Using the unit vectors êj| (which is parallel to  kg) and e± (which is perpen­
dicular to  kg) and referring to Figure 3.5 gives
K{tg) =  ë||(-A;i cos(x -  - f /î2 cos ( 5 < 2 - f c o s  xta) -  .D
=  ê||(-Â:i cos(x -  5)ti +  /Z2 cos 6 t 2 +  A3 cos x^s) -  Ai^i 4- ^ 2^ 2 -  ksts
= e ||(-A i cos(x -  S)ti +  A2 cos 6 t 2 +  A3 cos x^s)
-ti(A i sin(x -  S)e± -  Ai cos(x -  <J)e]|)
+ t 2(A2 sini^el -  A2 cos (ÿëT|) -  tsC -A ssin x e l 4- A3 cos xej'|)
= e l(-A it i sin(x -  <^) + A2^2 sin 5 4-A3t3 sinx) (3.80)
Clearly K{ig) is perpendicular to  A.. Setting =  0 and t^n = tm -  tn as 
before gives
^ ( te )  =  e l(A 2 sind t2i 4 -A ssinxts) (3.81)
Once again, for d < x  1 this reduces to
K{tg) =  e iksx t s  (3.82)
Using equation 3.67 to substitu te  for the. therm al velocity distribution en­
ables equation 3.78 at tim e t = tg to be w ritten
"PaI{K{U))  =  X +  c.c.
J - o o  (VoV^)^
=  X r  + (8 ^ 3 )
J— CO (pQV“ )
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The integral can be easily performed if one ‘completes the square’ of the 
exponent i.e.
Setting
u =  ^  + -K{tg)Vo
and
VqcIu = dv 
enables equation 3.83 to be w ritten
where the integrals are along lines parallel to and above the real axis giving 
=  x f .  If |^ ( te ) | =  0 then
. ^ « ( 0 )  =  X / ° °  e - ” " d û ? + c . c .
( V ^ y  7-00
=  )-w3<e] ^2 85)
where w =  v /V q. Equations 3.84 and 3.85 are im portant results because, 
for an optically th in  sample, the echo intensity  I  a  i-e.
i  oc C
z
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p2
a  —  sin^ $i sin^ 62 sin^ 3^ (3 .86)
Thus
\T i l \K { t , ) ) \  -rA W & ,:
l^«c’(0 )l
The echo intensities I  are related bv
=  e (3.87)
I(K{tg))  =  e 7(0) (3.88)
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F ig u re  3 .6  Cylinder of length L and cross-sectional area a.
where /(O ) oc |^ c ^ (0 )p . In the experiments performed in this thesis, Vq % 
200ms“ ^, and from equation 3.82 typically \K{ts)\ % 1.5%. Substituting 
these values in equation 3.88 yields
where here % is m easured in m rad. Typically x  — 5 m rad, giving I{K{te))  % 
0.37(0).
3.8 The absolute echo intensity
This section establishes the to ta l energy in an echo pulse formed from a 
cylindrical volume of gas using optim um  pulse areas. The analysis is based 
on the m ethod of Fresnel half period zones. The atoms are assumed to 
rad iate like classical hertzian dipoles.
Figure 3.6 shows a cylindrical sample which is em itting an echo pulse in 
the positive z-direction, and the following analysis considers a cross section 
of this sample of thickness 6z,  where Sz X. In order to find the net 
radiation field a t an axial point, P,  a distance R  from the section, it is 
useful to  divide the section in to  half period zones.
Figure 3.7 shows the first two such zones. The first Fresnel zone is the 
disc of radius y/RX centred at 0 . The second Fresnel zone is the annulus of 
inner radius V R X  and outer radius V2RX.  All the half period zones have 
equal areas of tR X ,  and therefore contain the same num ber of atom s. The
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F ig u re  3 .7  Cylindrical section of thickness Sz. All atoms within the sample 
are radiating in phase.
phase of the radiation received at P  from atom s on the circumference of the 
first zone is tt behind th a t received from atom s at the centre.
Let the phase of the E  field at P  em itted by an atom  at the centre of 
the section be represented by a horizontal phasor. Then Figure 3.8(2) shows 
the sum of the E  field phasors at P  for the atoms in the first zone. As one 
can see, the resu ltan t phasor due to the first half period zone is retarded in 
phase by |  w ith respect to  the  phasor for radiation from atom s at the centre. 
Figure 3 .8(u) shows the resu ltan t E  field phasor for the first two Fresnel half 
period zones. The m agnitude of the resultant phasor from the second half 
period zone is slightly smaller than  th a t of the first because the distances 
to P  are larger, and the angles 6 from P  to  the atomic dipoles are smaller. 
Figure 3.8{iii) shows the resultant E  field phasor as the num ber of zones is 
increased and the section is extended indefinitely. In fact, edge effects due 
to a finite sample profile, ragged on the scale of an optical wavelength, give 
rise to the same resu ltan t field at P .
For a single dipole at the zone centre, 0 ,  radiating at frequency w, the 
am plitude of the E  field measured at P  is given by the classical dipole
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F ig u re  3 .8  Phasor diagrams for the resu ltan t E  field at P  em itted by a 
cylindrical sample: (i) resu ltan t phasor for the first Fresnel half period zone; 
[ii] resu ltan t phasor for the first and second Fresnel half period zones; {iii) 
resultant phasor for an infinitely large section.
formula
where p is the am plitude of the dipole m oment and 9 is shown in Figure 3.7. 
If there are n atom s per unit volume then the field for the first half period 
zone is given by
^ ( V R X f S z n  X x !  =  Z ^  (3.90)
^ ' 4 'ireo c^ R  tt eo ■
where A; is the wave num ber, the factor ^  is the ratio of the diam eter (re­
sultant phasor) to  the half-circumference, and it is assumed th a t >  A so 
sin^ % 1 for all atom s in  the zone. One can see from Figure 3.8(zn) th a t 
the resu ltan t field am plitude at P  due to the whole section is half th a t due 
to the first half period zone alone, thus the field due to the whole section
shown in Figure 3.7 is given by half the field of equation 3.90. Then
S E , =  ' ^  (3.91)
Since this result is independent of R, the resu ltan t phasor am plitude a t P  
for a cylinder of length L
E , =  ’^  (3.92)
Now the Poynting vector, which determines the time averaged energy fiow 
rate  and its direction, is given by
-  1 -  -  
5 =  -Eq  a  Hq
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where E q and Hq are the amplitudes of the electromagnetic wave, thus
|Si =  l |£ o A J o l  
El
2poc
Hence, for a cylinder of length L and cross-sectional area a  (see Figure 3.6) 
the to ta l power emerging, W,  is given by
w  =
2poc
L'^ca
(3.93)
8co
If the echo duration is tp, then the num ber of photons in an echo, A ', is 
simply
.V
hu
•L'^Trkat-
(3.94)
' '^Kka.t.p
4eo/i
Taking p to  be the m atrix  element of the electric dipole moment operator 
for the transition  involved, and using the relationship [83]
I |2 _  A2'i:eohc^g2
where A  is the Einstein ra te  coefficient for the transition, and gi and p2 are 
the level degeneracies. Equation 3.94 becomes
_ Tpp'^ L^ Trkcxtp A3zeohc^g2
4eoh üj^gi
3tP L ‘^ \^at^An2
-  (3.95)327rpi
For the experim ents performed for this thesis, typical values for the various 
factors of equation 3.95 are n ^  10^ ® m~®, L ~  0.01 m, A ~  500 x 10~® m, 
a  2; 4 X 10“ ® m^, tp ~  1 ns, .4 ~  10^ s“  ^ and ~  1, which combine to gi 
.V 2; 10^ photons.
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3.9 T he rôle of velocity  m odulated populations 
in echo experim ents
It was sta ted  in Subsection 1.3.4 th a t unlike the two pulse photon echo 
the three pulse photon echo can be used to  study the effects of coUisional 
mechanisms which are otherwise masked by optical coherence destroying 
effects. As pointed out in Section 1.4, in the interval (32, the components 
of orientation and alignm ent of both  ground and excited sta te  levels when 
excited by sim ilar pulses are m odulated in velocity space.
For the 3 x 3  laboratory  frame density m atrix
^ P aa P'ab
p'bb Pbc
\
J\  Pea. Pcb Pc
(assuming non-degenerate levels for simplicity) the term s on the leading 
diagonal describe the populations for the various levels (p^a gives the pop­
ulation of s ta te  |a  > etc.). The off-diagonal terms describe the optical 
coherences th a t exist between states.
If one considers the effect of individual excitation pulses on the density 
m atrix , then  after the first excitation pulse in the ground-state tri-level 
echo excitation sequence, pit)  is given by transform ing Equation 3.46 to the 
laboratory  fram e giving
p{t) =
(
\
—iu>i t
\
where Sn =  sin 5^ =  sin^^ and similar term s apply for the cosines. The 
dipole m om ent < p > after the first pulse is found from equation 3.50 to  be
< P > =  T  C . C .2 |a|
This is simply the FID (free induction decay) of the first excitation pulse. 
The population term s are dependent upon the pulse area only.
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After the second excitation pulse, the laboratory  frame density m atrix  
becomes
p{t) =
^  P a a  p'ab ^  ^
Pba p'bb 0
0 0 0
where
p'bb
Pab
cfsl  -f 5jC2 +  -S iS 2 ( a*/3 +  a/?’
~ N W ~
■)
2 a/3’
2|a||/3|:
The dipole m om ent after the second pulse is then
^ ‘“ 2 +  <:■<:■
The first and second term s correspond to the FID of the atom s after the 
first and second excitation pulses respectively; the third term  corresponds 
to a two-pulse photon echo.
If one sets 9^  =  2^ =  |  for simplicity, the population term s for the 
density m atrix  after the second pulse become
P aa
Pbb
1 l . a * / 3  +  a / 3 \
-  2
1 , 1 a*/3 +  a/3*
-  2 " 4 ( ^ r )
Now
g*/3 -f- g/3* ^  +  c.c.
=  +  C . C .
=  2 ZOs{ki'f{ — k 2'T2)
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For k  = k l  = Aî2, where k  || z, using equation 3.64 yields 
a*/3 +  g/3*
\ccrn
2 cos[A:i "(r — v{t — t i) )  — k2 ’{T — u(t — 2^))] 
2 coskvzt2i
Hence
p'aa =  ^(1  -  cos kvzt2i )  -  si n^(— ) 
p'hb =  ^ ( 1  +  C O S  k v z t 2\ )  =  cos^(— )
However, A; =  2 7 t / A ,  s o  substitu ting  this into the population term s above 
gives
Paa =  =  sin^(7T :^)
t 2/ \P66 =  C0S^ (7T — )
where the period of m odulation, is given by \'m =  A /t2i- Thus, one 
of the effects of this two-pulse excitation sequence is to produce m odulated 
velocity distributions of the populations in the two states |a > and \h > , the 
period of which can be altered by simply varying (21, the interpulse tim e. 
The im plications of this are dealt w ith more fully in Section 6.3.
From equation 3.49 one can see th a t density m atrix  element, p^c (and 
Pea), from which the memory term  responsible for forming the ground-state 
tri-level echo is derived, contains a term  which relates to the m odulated 
ground sta te  population im m ediately after the second pulse, p^a, (see equa­
tion 3.48). The echo therefore is formed from the m odulation stored during 
^32 in the ground sta te  population.
For an excited-state tri-level echo (see .Figure. 1.23(b)), the relevant den­
sity m atrix  element, p&c (and p^ h — see equation 3.56), contains inform ation 
about the m odulations in the excited sta te  population im m ediately after the 
second excitation pulse (this is shown explicitly in Appendix A).
In the case of the stim ulated echo (see Figure 1.23(c)), the relevant den­
sity m atrix  element, pab (and p^a), contains inform ation about m odulations
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F ig u re  3.9 Form ation of a stim ulated echo from a four level atom.
in both  the ground and excited state  populations (in fact it contains a term  
describing the inversion {pbb — Paa) — see Appendix A).
3.10 The rotating frame density m atrix for the  
echo experim ents performed in th is thesis
As m entioned earlier, the experiments conducted for this thesis use polarised 
excitation pulses and excite different degenerate Zeeman sublevels of the 
excited and ground states.. For the purpose of illustration, consider a four 
level atom  subjected to  three excitation pulses, as shown in Figure 3.9 (this 
is the same level system as th a t used by Yodh et al [77]). The density m atrix  
analysis will be further simplified by setting all of the coefficients of the M  
m atrices to  unity  to produce phase m atrices, following the notation  used by 
Mossberg et al [37]. The phase m atrix  for the first pulse is given by
f  1 0 a '  
0 1 0  
a  0 1
V 0 0 0
0 \  
0 
0 
1 }
(3.96)
The M  m atrices for the second and th ird  pulses are given by
M 20 ' *
/  1 /3" 0 -y* \
/3 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
\ 7 0 0 1 /
(3.97)
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(3.98)
and
/  1 b* 0 c* \
6 1 0  0
0 0 1 0
V c 0 0 1 J
The phases a ,/3  and 6, 7  and c refer to the first, second and th ird  excitation 
pulses only. The resu ltan t phase m atrix  after the th ird  pulse is given by
Pw(^3) —
PO'O' P o ' - i  Po'o P o '+ i 
P - io '  P - 1 - 1  P - 1 0  P - l + l  
POQI P o - l  Poo PO+1  
V P+10' P + 1 -1  P+10 P 4-14-1 J
(3.99)
where
Po'O' =  1 + /5*6-f-/3Ô* 4- 7 "c +  7 c*-f ^ 7 *6*c-f )5 ’*7 6c’*
P - 1 - 1  — 14" P*b 4" /36*
Poo =  1
P ii =  1 4 - 7 *c 4 -7 c*
P o'-i =  p 5 '- i =  ('X l4 -)9 6 '')4 -7 c" (6 " 4 -/3 '')4 -/3 "
Po'o =  Po>o =  oc"{l + 0 b * + J C * )
Po'4-I =  Po'-Hi =  c*(l 4- 7 C*) 4r 7 " 4- / ) 6 " ( i ' '  4-  c")
P - 1 0  =  p l i o  =  a * { 0 b )
P - 14-1 =  P - 14-1 =  4 - 6 )(7 * 4 - c*)
P04-1 =  P+ 1 0  =  Q:(7* 4- c*)
The echo is formed on the 0' 0 transition  (the corresponding phase factors
are a*{0b*+'yc*)  and a { 0 * b + ‘y*c)) .  Yodh et al [77] have shown how the echo 
am plitude can be expressed in term s of components of the orientation and 
alignm ent of the Zeeman levels. These components contain sine and cosine 
m odulations of the factor kv t 2i from which the echo is generated. This is 
however a simplfied picture of the stim ulated echo experiments conducted 
for this thesis, since for caesium both  the excited and ground states are 
degenerate.
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Chapter 4
T he eq u ip m en t used  for th ree-p u lse  
p h oton  echo exp er im en ts
This chapter describes the equipm ent used in the experim ent, concentrating 
in detail on various aspects of the apparatus. Section 4.1 deals with the 
lasers which generate the excitation pulses, whilst Section 4.2 describes the 
optical bench configuration and m ajor components contained therein. The 
detection system employed is discussed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 covers 
the caesium oven and its associated m aintenance, whilst a description of the 
vacuum system and pertu rber gas pressure regulation is given in Section 4.5.
4.1 The optical excitation  pulse sources
The excitation pulses are produced by two dye lasers, which are both  pumped 
by a pulsed nitrogen laser (a Molectron UVl2)  which operates a t 337 nm and 
has a nom inal pulse duration of % 10 ns. Of the two dye lasers used, one 
is a commercially m anufactured unit (a Molectron DL1 4 P) and the other 
is an in-house grazing incidence type laser (hereafter referred to  as a GIL 
(Grazing Incidence Laser)). The cavity arrangem ents for the  DL14P and 
the GIL are depicted in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 respectively. Fine-tuning 
of the DL14P is performed by ro ta ting  the in tra  cavity étalon, whereas fine- 
tuning of the GIL is carried out by ro tating  the optical flat; for both lasers 
coarse-tuning is performed by ro tating  the diffraction gratings.
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F ig u re  4 .1  Cavity arrangem ent of the DL14P dye laser — note the diffrac­
tion grating in the conventional L ittrow  configuration.
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F ig u re  4 .2  Cavity arrangem ent of the grazing incidence type dye laser — 
note the angle of the diffraction grating
Figure 4.3 is an energy level diagram  for the caesium transitions (6 5 1 
7Pi 3 ) used in this thesis. As the wavelengths of the two transitions of in­
terest are similar (455.5 nm and 459.3 nm) both  dye lasers use the same dye 
solution. The dye used is 7-diethylam ino-4-m ethylcoum arin— also known 
as ‘Coum arin 460’ and ‘Coum arin 1’ depending on the m anufacturer — 
which has a peak operating wavelength of 457 nm; it is dissolved at 0.01 
m olar strength  (2.31 g /li) in research grade ethanol, the resulting liquid 
appearing a pale, transparen t, fluorescent yellow/blue when viewed under 
fluorescent lighting (when the  dye is exhausted it loses this fluorescent qual­
ity  and turns a dark, transparen t yellow). The DL14P uses a single cuvette 
of dye w ith a m agnetically driven rotor at the bottom  to ensure agitation of
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F ig u re  4 .3  Energy level diagram  for the caesium transitions 6 5 i  ^  7 Pi 2 .
the gain medium, and the GIL employs a flowing dye cell which is connected 
to a large (0.25 litre) reservoir.
The uv output from the nitrogen laser is split into two beams in the 
intensity  ratio  1 : 3, w ith the weaker portion pum ping the DL14P. Using 
a Laser Precision RJ-7620 Energy Ratiom eter in conjunction with an RjP 
735 pyroelectric probe, the maximum  energy per pulse (averaged over 100 
pulses) obtained from the nitrogen laser before splitting was % 1 m J when 
the beam  was focussed down on to the probe: this was achieved for a pulse 
repetition ra te  of 20 Hz. The dye lasers both have a pulse duration of %7 
ns which is shorter than  the N2 laser pulse for two reasons. Firstly, the dye 
population inversion is achieved during m ost, but not aU, of the pump pulse 
(the pum p pulse m ust a tta in  sufficient in tensity  to exceed the threshold value 
of the dye for ‘lasing’ action to occur). Secondly, it takes approxim ately one 
cavity round trip  tim e for the dye laser beam to build up, and for both dye 
lasers this is of the order of 1.5 ns. Again, using the energy ratiom eter, the 
output energies per pulse of the dye lasers were m easured (after they had 
been restricted  by apertures to  beam diam eters of about 2 mm) to be %100
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nJ. The DL14P ou tput is partially  plane polarised, with a polarisation ratio  
of about 20:1, and the GIL ou tput exhibits no preferred polarisation plane.
4.2 T he optical system
4.2.1 The optical bench configuration
2 . _  GF2 E 0  y
2:
rPMT
3:
e: G Caesium
Oven
—  Echo p a th  0?  O rthogonal ( o - r a y  I A pertu re
pu lse  p a th  poIaris^- (e —ra y  |
F ig u re  4 .4  Schematic diagram  of the optical bench arrangem ent. The 
three excitation pulses and the echo are labelled 1,2,3 and e respectively, 
W l,2  are W hite cells, G F l,2 ,3  are Glan-Foucault prisms and PM T is a 
photom ultiplier tube.
A schem atic diagram  of the optical bench configuration for the three pulse 
echo experim ents described in Section 1.5 is given in Figure 4.4. This optical 
arrangem ent is sim ilar to  one employed by Fujita  et al [66] in their work on 
sodium. The three excitation pulses are provided by the two lasers described
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above, w ith the first two pulses — referred to as pulse 1 and pulse 2 respec­
tively — originating from the same laser (DL14P). Glan-Foucault polarising 
prisms are used as beam  splitters, since the polarisation of the beams is an 
im portan t aid in discrim inating the echo pulse from the excitation pulses. 
Hence, when the pulse from the DL14P reaches the first polariser (G F l) it 
is split in to  two orthogonally polarised beams. Pulse 1 then goes to  the oven 
via an aperture.
Pulse 2, however, is directed to  a W hite cell optical delay line, labelled 
W l in Figure 4.4, (a full description of a W hite cell is given in Subsec­
tion 4.2.2), after which it is directed through another Glan-Foucault prism 
(GF2) before being directed in to  the caesium oven. Pulse 2 enters the oven 
at a slight angle to  pulse 1 (% 5 m rad), w ith the pulses overlapping in the 
centre of the oven. Pulses 1 and 2 have beam  diam eters of about 2 mm and 
pulse energies of %10-15 nJ as they enter the oven.
The th ird  excitation pulse (labelled 3 in Figure 4.4) is produced by the 
GIL and first passes through a Glan-Foucault prism  which has been set 
so th a t pulses 2 and 3 are identically plane-polarised. The beam is then 
directed into a second W hite cell (labelled W2 in Figure 4.4) before being 
directed into the caesium oven so th a t it exactly counter-propagates with 
pulse 1.
The photon echo formed from this excitation pulse sequence is exactly 
counter-propagating w ith and orthogonally polarised to pulse 2. Thus, the 
echo pulse is directed back along the pa th  of pulse 2 until it reaches GF2, 
where it is internally  reflected and emerges from the side. The echo is then 
directed in to  the PM T (photo-m ultiplier tube) via a pin-hole.
In order to m aintain  the polarisation properties of the beams as much as 
possible, m etallic m irrors are used between the lasers and the caesium oven 
whenever the angle of incidence is not near norm al (dielectric m irrors can 
however be used when the angle of incidence is near normal).
As the echo pulse is very much smaller in intensity  (% 10“  ^ -  10“ ®) 
than  the excitation pulses a t the oven, care has to be taken to  minimise 
the am ount of stray, scattered  light from optical components, apertures
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etc., th a t reaches the PM T in order to avoid saturation. To this effect, two 
separate techniques are employed in the experim ental arrangem ent described 
above: spatial filtering through the use of beam  angling and apertures, and 
polarisation discrim ination (see Figure 4.4).
Spatial filtering significantly reduces the am ount of rad iation  from the 
excitation pulses and stray  light th a t reaches the PM T, since none of the 
excitation pulses travels in exactly the same direction as the echo, and any 
stray  light which m ay happen to travel in a similar direction is a ttenuated  
by the apertures. The Glan-Foucault prisms further reduce the intensity  
of pulse 3 seen at the PM T (and to a lesser extent any other light th a t 
m ay take the same oven-PM T path  as the echo), since the m ajority  of any 
rad iation  from pulse 3 (which has a propagation direction nearest to th a t of 
the echo) will be blocked off by GF2, due to the orthogonal polarisations of 
pulse 3 and the echo.
Polarisation discrim ination is needed in addition to spatial filtering be­
cause, as was explained in Subsection 3.7.2, the echo in tensity  quickly re­
duces with increasing beam  separation angle, so there is a compromise be­
tween minimising the am ount of light from pulse 3 which reaches the PM T, 
and m aximising the echo intensity  at the PM T: the optim um  separation 
angle for pulses 1 & 2 for the experiment was found to be %5 m rad, which 
reduces the echo in tensity  to  % e~^ of the maximum  possible intensity. 
An aperture near the PM T  (which is enclosed in a ligh t-tigh t box with a 
pin-hole entrance) further reduces the effects of stray light and promotes 
discrim ination of excitation pulse intensity in favour of the echo.
The results obtained with these two simple discrim ination techniques are 
however comparable to those th a t can be obtained by electro-optic shu tte r­
ing, and are obtained at much lower cost and far greater simplicity.
4.2.2 The W hite ceil variable optical delay line.
The W hite cell is a simple, but efficient, variable optical delay line designed 
by W hite [84] which consists of three converging m irrors of the same radius 
of curvature. Two of these mirrors are of similar size, but sm aller than  the
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F ig u re  4 .5  Schematic diagram of a W hite cell
third. The two smaller m irrors are placed opposite the larger m irror in such 
a way th a t the centre of curvature of the large m irror lies midway between 
them , and th a t their respective centres of curvature lie on the surface of the 
larger m irror. This arrangem ent is depicted in Figure 4.5.
The W hite cell is aligned for use in the following m anner. The light beam 
enters the cell by passing as close as possible to the edge of the larger m irror 
whilst impinging upon the centre of the first small m irror (marked ‘1’ on 
Figure 4.5). This smaller m irror is then orientated so tha t the reflected beam 
strikes the larger m irror near the opposite edge (marked ‘2 ’ on Figure 4.5) 
to th a t which the light beam  first passed. The large m irror is then in tu rn  
adjusted so th a t the reflected beam strikes the centre of the second small 
m irror (labelled ‘3’ on Figure 4.5). Finally, this second small m irror is 
ro ta ted  so th a t the reflected beam of light emerges from the W hite cell 
passing close to  the large m irror edge but on the opposite side to  th a t which 
it passed on entry. This simple procedure has fully aligned the W hite cell 
which is now in its smallest delay mode.
In order to  increase the optical delay it is necessary only to  ro ta te  the 
second small m irror to  bring its axis towards the centre of the large mirror. 
W ith a very small angular displacement an ex tra  four reflections between 
the m irrors can be obtained, as shown on Figure 4.6. The light enters the 
W hite cell as before and then bounces between the mirrors in the numerical
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F ig u re  4 .6  Here an ex tra  delay of four passes between the mirrors has been 
obtained by ro ta ting  the top lefthand m irror clockwise by a small am ount.
order shown before exiting again. Further small rotations of the second small 
m irror in the same direction as the previous adjustm ent introduce further 
multiples of four bounces, and it is quite easy to achieve 28 transits between 
the m irror faces.
D ivergent b eam
3
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P a ra lle l b e a m
F ig u re  4 .7  A parallel ray entering the W hite cell becomes divergent on 
ex it.
However, when a parallel beam  enters a W hite cell it becomes divergent 
on exit, the degree of divergence being dependent on the radius of curvature 
of the particu lar m irrors used — this divergence is indicated in Figure 4.7. 
This condition is easily rectified by placing (at point P on Figure 4.7) a 
converging lens of focal length equal to th a t of the mirrors (i.e. half the
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radius of curvature).
4.3 The pulse detection  system
The echo pulse enters a light-tight box via a pin hole aperture to reach an 
EM I type 9826B photom ultiplier tube (PM T). The signal from the PM T is 
fed in to  a Boxcar Averager (EG&G type 162 mainframe with two type 165 
gated in tegrators) which is triggered by directing a small am ount of pulse 
2 — taken by reflection from a microscope slide cover slip, before pulse 2 
enters W l (its W hite cell) — on to a fast response p-i-n photodiode. The 
trigger signal occurs before the echo (or indeed any of the pulses) reaches 
the PM T. The tim e after the trigger pulse at which each in tegrato r aperture 
is open, as well as the w idth of each aperture (sometimes called the gate 
width), can be selected so th a t each in tegrator can analyse a separate part 
of the PM T signal. One in tegrato r is set on pulse 1 in order to  m onitor the 
D L l4 P ’s ou tpu t, whilst the other integrator is set on the echo pulse.
A gate width of 15 ns is sufficient to isolate the individual pulses, and 
each in tegrator is set to  a 10fis time constant. This results in an observed 
averaging tim e constant of 1 s. The signal is effectively averaged over a 
period of about five tim e constants, which corresponds to  averaging over 
about 100 pulses. Further filtering and smoothing of the ou tput signal is 
provided by the m ainfram e which is also set to a time constant of 1 s.
The inform ation collected by the Boxcar Averager is sent via a Microlink 
III interface to a Hew lett-Packard HP86 m icrocom puter and is stored on 
floppy disc. Some home-produced software enables the com puter to store 
the echo intensity, the first pulse intensity and the corresponding value of 
pertu rber gas pressure in the caesium oven. The monitoring and adjustm ent 
of pertu rber gas pressure is discussed more fully in the next section.
4.4 T he caesium  oven
The caesium oven consists of a section of thick-walled, circular stainless 
steel tubing (formed from solid 5 cm diam eter rod) approxim ately 11 cm
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F ig u re  4 .8  Cross-section of the caesium oven
long along its central axis. The ends are set at angles in order to minimise 
the effects of m ultiple reflections when in use (see Figure 4.8). At each end 
a 2.5 cm diam eter strain-free silica window is held against a rubber ‘O ’-ring 
(Edwards type 1121) by a stainless steel retaining ring with a 1.5 cm aperture 
which is screwed in place to  provide a good vacuum seal. The retaining ring 
has the side effect th a t the windows are slightly stressed, resulting in a small 
degree of stra in  depolarisation of the laser pulses as they pass through the 
silica. This depolarisation m arginally increases the intensity of beam  3 th a t 
reaches the PM T , since a larger proportion is directed along the echo path  
by GF2 (see Figure 4.4). However, this is more than  made up for by the 
increased operating life of the caesium oven, since the window seals adm it 
less air when they are clamped.
A 1.5 cm circular aperture in the side of the caesium oven leads on to  
a stainless steel, threaded collar (Edwards type SC25) which is welded to 
the oven body and acts as the connection to the vacuum system. This 
allows the oven to  be removed and reconnected for m aintenance purposes. 
Stainless steel baffles placed near each end of the caesium oven serve to
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contain the caesium and protect the windows to  some extent by restricting 
the num ber of direct paths from the caesium surface to the oven windows. 
Eventually, however, sufficient caesium condenses on the windows to cause 
a large reduction in the m agnitude of the echo pulse as seen at the PM T, 
in which case the windows need to be cleaned and replaced. In practice, 
the windows needed to  be replaced after ~30-40 hours actual experiment 
tim e, whereas the caesium in the oven needed to  be replaced or topped up 
every 6-8 weeks (regardless of whether the experiment was running or not). 
The procedure adopted for changing the oven windows and refilling the oven 
with caesium is given in Appendix B.
The oven is uniformly heated via an electrical heating tape, which is 
wrapped around the oven body, with the tem perature being m onitored by 
a therm ocouple placed in a small hole drilled part-way into the oven wall, 
midway along the oven length (see Figure 4.8). The oven tem perature used 
throughout the  echo experiments was 323 K, as this was found by Godfrey 
[l] to produce an echo intensity  maximum. The echo intensity is subject to  
two competing processes: it increases with the number density (see equa­
tion 3.95), but at high num ber densities the caesium vapour in the oven 
becomes optically ‘th ick ’, absorbing the resonant light passing through it. 
At 323 K, the caesium vapour pressure is about 10“ = torr [85] (this corre­
sponds to  a num ber density of about 10^^ m “ ^), though in practice it m ay 
not be as high as this due to the physical sta te  of the caesium in the oven.
4.5 T he vacuum  system
4.5.1 The purpose o f the vacuum  system
The vacuum  system  has to  perform two functions: it must be able to provide 
a background pressure low enough th a t collisional degradation of the echo 
by collisions w ith contam inating gases is negligible (% 10“ ® torr); it m ust 
allow a pertu rber gas to  be introduced to, or removed from, the caesium 
oven at a controllable rate .
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4.5.2 D escrip tion  o f the vacuum  system
Figure 4.9 is a schem atic diagram  of the vacuum system. In the following 
description of the vacuum system , the convention th a t the caesium oven is 
at the ‘to p ’ of the system  and the ro tary  pum p is at the ‘b o tto m ’ has been 
adopted. The ro tary  pum p (an Edwards type ElM S, located in the bo ttom  
righthand corner of Figure 4.9) is the backing pump for the system as a 
whole, and is therefore in operation for the entire duration of an experi­
m ent. A screw valve (Edwards ‘Speedivalve’, labelled ‘a ’) serves to  isolate 
the ro tary  pum p from the rest of the system , and is only closed when the 
system is either shut down, or being restarted  after a period of rest. This 
valve is also kept shut when the ro tary  pum p is periodically ballasted. Clos­
ing the ‘Speedivalve’ not only reduces the initial volume to  be evacuated by 
the pum p, causing the pum p to reach its base pressure (%0.1 m bar) slightly 
more quickly, but it also has the advantage th a t if the system above the valve
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is partially  evacuated, air or oil from the ro tary  pump cannot be drawn in to  
it.
Above needle valve ‘a ’ the vacuum system forks, w ith one arm  going to 
a molecular diffusion pum p (Edwards type E02 C). The other arm , which 
contains a branch to  a Pirani gauge head, goes to a pipeline valve (pipeline 
valves are either fully open or shut, whereas needle valves can let gas pass 
at a user-adjust able rate). W hen valve 1 is shut (which is usually the case), 
the ro tary  pum p backing pressure can be m onitored. Above the diffusion 
pump is a swing valve; If the pressure in the system exceeds 0.1 m bar (the 
maximum  pressure th a t the diffusion pump can handle) then the diffusion 
pump can be bypassed by closing the swing valve and opening valve 1, so 
th a t the pressure can be reduced by the backing rotary pum p. A second 
Pirani gauge head located imm ediately above the swing valve enables the 
pressure of the system  above the diffusion pump to be m onitored. The two 
branches from the ro tary  pump then connect up before again splitting into 
two, w ith one branch containing a pipeline valve (labelled ‘2 ’) and the other 
incorporating a needle valve (labelled ‘b ’), before the two arms rejoin. The 
reason for this arrangem ent is th a t the vacuum system above valves ‘2’ and 
‘b ’ can be evacuated either quickly or at a controlled rate, depending on the 
operation being performed.
Once again, the system forks: one arm  goes off towards the caesium oven, 
while the other goes to  the perturber gas reservoir. The solenoid cut-out 
valve isolates the oven in the event of a power failure, which would cause 
the pum ps to  stop. As a further protection, both the solenoid valve and 
the diffusion pum p heater are powered from a supply which is electronically 
shut down by a latching circuit when the power fails; even if the power is 
subsequently restored the circuit has to be manually re-arm ed before thé 
solenoid valve re-opens — this la tte r  feature is essential, since if the power 
is off for a sufficiently long period of time air will leak back in to  the system 
and would otherwise enter and contam inate the oven when the power was 
restored.
The B aratron  m anom eter head is connected above the solenoid valve.
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and m onitors the pertu rber gas pressure inside the oven. This typically 
ranges from 10“ ® to rr to  0.3 to rr, although the minimum pressure th a t 
the B aratron  can measure is 10“ < torr. A stainless steel flexible bellows 
connector facilitates alignm ent of the oven with the excitation pulses. If the 
oven has to  be removed for any reason, then by closing, pipeline valves ‘4’ 
and ‘5’, and then disconnecting the oven (with valve ‘5’ a ttached  to  it) only 
the bellows are open to  the air.
4.5 .3  Evacuation o f the caesium  oven
Evacuation of the caesium oven falls into two distinguishable cases, which 
are a ‘cold’ s ta rt and a ‘w arm ’ sta rt. In the case of a ‘cold’ s ta r t, all of the 
equipm ent is initially switched off. W ith all of the valves shut, the  ro tary  
pump is switched on and is usually ballasted for about half an hour. This 
removes contam inants in the vacuum oil and helps the pum p to a tta in  its 
working backing pressure of 0.1 m bar. Once the pump has been ballasted 
the ‘Speedivalve’ is opened. W ith  the solenoid valve disconnected, so th a t 
the valve remains shut, the latch  circuit is reset, switching on the diffusion 
pum p. The swing valve is also opened, so th a t while the diffusion pum p is 
warming up, everything below valves ‘2 ’ and ‘b ’ achieves the backing pum p 
pressure.
W hen the diffusion pum p has warmed up, only the section between valves 
‘1’, ‘2 ’, ‘b ’ and the diffusion pum p is at the diffusion pump pressure (% 10“ ® 
torr). The section below both  the diffusion pump and valve ‘1’, however, will 
not achieve a pressure below th a t of the backing pum p. P arts  of the vacuum 
system th a t have not yet been completely evacuated are then em ptied section 
by section, by first closing the swing valve and opening the next valve up 
in the system (including the solenoid valve when th a t part of the system  is 
reached). Depending on the Pirani gauge reading of the pressure above the 
swing valve, either the swing valve is opened, or the pressure is reduced by 
opening and then closing valve ‘1’ before the swing valve is opened.
If the system  is being started  up from a ‘w arm ’ s tart then initially  all 
the valves excepting the ‘Speedivalve’ are shut, both the ro tary  pum p and
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the diffusion pum p are operating, and the pressure inside each section of 
apparatus above the swing valve has been set previously at about 2 m bar 
of pertu rber gas (this helps to  reduce the amount of caesium deposited 
on the oven windows by reducing the mean free path). The section by 
section evacuation procedure for the system is identical, to  th a t used for a 
‘cold’ s ta rt. In a norm al experim ental session (which can take several days) 
when the apparatus is unattended for periods shorter than  12 hours, the 
equipm ent is set up so th a t only a ‘w arm ’ s tart is necessary in order to 
continue experim ental work. For any periods longer than  this then both of 
the pumps are shut down as well and the ‘Speedivalve’ is closed.
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Chapter 5
P relim in ary  ex p erim en ts
This chapter describes some preliminary experiments undertaken to char­
acterise and optim ize some of the equipm ent. A measurem ent of the band- 
widths of the two dye lasers is necessary in order to determine whether they 
can resolve the F  =  3 and F  =  4 hyperfine levels of the 65 i level. The 
procedure employed is given in Section 5.1. Since the determ ination of the 
various collision cross sections depends upon measurem ent of the exponen­
tial decay rate  of the echo signal with respect to perturber gas pressure, it 
is essential th a t the echo intensity  lies in a region of linear PM T response; 
Section 5.2 shows the PM T response to varying intensities of laser rad i­
ation. Section 5.3 describes how the echo pulse is directed to the  PM T , 
and Section 5.4 is concerned with the m anner in which the pulse areas of 
the individual laser pulses are optimised w ith respect to echo intensity. In 
addition, outgassing tests were conducted on the caesium oven, and it was 
found th a t the  oven pressure rose by about 1 m torr over a 5 m inute period 
(a typical experim ental run tim e — see C hapter 6).
5.1 E stim ation of the dye laser band w idths
The bandw idth of each of the dye lasers was estim ated using an air-spaced 
Fabry-Perot étalon. The output from the laser was first directed through 
a 13 mm focal length converging lens in order to  produce a sufficiently 
diverging beam, and then  directed through a Fabry-Perot étalon of p late
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F ig u re  5.1 Schematic diagram  of étalon/lens arrangem ent in order to ob­
serve interference fringes.
separation d m m, for which a num ber of different spacers were available. A 
2 m focal length converging lens was placed as close to the exit side of the 
étalon as possible, with the resultant interference fringe p a tte rn  appearing 
on a white screen placed 2m away. Figure 5.1 shows this arrangem ent.
The fringe patterns for the DL14P and the GIL are shown in Fig­
ure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.2(b) respectively. The ratio  of the fringe w idth 
to the fringe separation can be estim ated and this, with the free spectral 
range (FSR) of the Fabry-Perot étalon, gives the an estim ate of the value 
of the laser linewidth. For a plate separation of d=30 mm, the FSR (=  ^ )  
was 0.167 cm~^ (5 GHz). Clearly, the linewidths of both dye lasers were 
less than  5 GHz and hence the ground sta te  hyperfine lines are resolvable. 
However, the excited sta te  hyperfine structure is not resolved.
5.2 Linearity of the photom ultiplier tube
The PM T employed was powered by an EM I type PM28B EHT power sup­
ply. The m axim um  voltage used was 1.15 kV, since higher values caused the 
PM T to self-trigger due to  the dark current, so the PM T was fixed at this 
EHT value throughout the duration of the laboratory work. The smallest 
echo signal which could reliably be used for the experiment (due to  problems
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F ig u re  5.2 Fabry-Perot fringe patterns for (a) the DL14P, and (b) the  GIL 
for an étalon plate separation of d =  30 m m.
w ith dark current noise) m easured 2 mV on the  Boxcar P M T  voltage ou tpu t 
indicator. This d ictated  the  upper lim it for the  interpulse tim es th a t could 
be used, since the echo in tensity  diminishes exponentially w ith interpulse 
tim e, due to  the excited s ta te  lifetime (~  150 ns).
In order to  determ ine the  linear portion  of the  PM T  response a t a  gain 
voltage of 1.15 kV, pulse 3 from the GIL was used as a  test signal, whose 
in tensity  was greatly reduced by spatial filtering and then  varied through 
the use of neutral density filters. Figure 5.3 shows the response of the PM T 
as the inpu t pulse in tensity  was varied. The linear response region for the 
PM T  thus corresponds to  pulse intensities which give a Boxcar-m easured 
voltage of 0-80 mV.
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F ig u re  5 .3  PM T response w ith the variation of input pulse in tensity  for a 
P M T  EH T setting of 1.15 kV. The line on the graph is of gradient 1.
5.3 D irecting th e echo to  th e  PM T .
The echo is considerably lower in in tensity  (about six or seven orders of m ag­
nitude less) th an  th e  excitation pulses when they leave the vapour sample, 
and th is means th a t the echo p a th  to  the  PM T  cannot be followed using a 
piece of card as it is far too  faint to  be seen. However, since pulse 2 and the 
echo, when formed, are exactly counterpropagating (see Figure 4.4), pulse 
2 can be used to  ‘sim ulate’ the  echo, giving a visible beam  for alignment 
purposes. This is easily achieved by placing a m irror a t the entrance side 
(for pulse 2) of the oven and adjusting it  so th a t it exactly back-reflects 
pulse 2. A half-wave plate placed directly in front of the m irror causes the  
reflection of pulse 2 to  have the same polarisation as well as the  same prop­
agation direction as the echo would have. On reaching GF2 it is internally 
reflected and is guided in to  the PM T  via a  pin-hole aperture. In order to  
p ro tect the  PM T  from damage due to  the  in tensity  of th is alignm ent pulse.
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the EH T power supply is switched off and the PM T is blocked off. The 
PM T alignm ent can be ‘fine-tuned’ by reducing the intensity of this ‘sim­
u lated ’ echo w ith neutral density filters and putting  a small gain voltage 
across the PM T , and then adjusting the m irror imm ediately outside the 
PM T enclosure to  give the m aximum  possible signal. W hen the backreflect- 
ing m irror and half-wave plate are subsequently removed the system  should 
be well aligned for echo detection. The echo signal can be finally optim ised 
by slight adjustm ents of the m irrors.
5.4 O ptim isation of excitation  pulse areas
Once the apparatus has been aligned to produce the best echo pulse as 
seen at the PM T, the pulse areas of the excitation pulses can themselves be 
optimised. From equation 3.86 the echo intensity  I  varies with excitation 
pulse area in the form
I  (X sin^ 9i sin^ 62 sin^ 3^
where 6 ^ (n = l,2 ,3 )  are the pulse areas, which from equations 3.20 and 3.31 
are given by
h
This expression for pulse area is for an atom  of dipole moment p subjected 
to Fourier transform  lim ited square pulses. However, in the present work 
both laser mode structu re  and intensity vary from pulse to pulse and across 
the beam profile, and the dipole m om ent, p, is in fact an average of the 
degenerate level transitions, hence the echo intensity variation w ith pulse 
intensity  will not follow this simple formula. Optim isation of the pulse in­
tensities was therefore determ ined experimentally. The in tensity  of each 
excitation pulse was varied using neutral density filters whilst keeping the 
other two pulse intensities constant, and the size of the corresponding echo 
signal noted. These pulse area checks are performed prior to each set of 
echo experim ents, and Figure 5.4 shows the results for a typical set of m ea­
surements. As one can see from the curves for beams 2 and 3, the echo
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F ig u re  5 .4  Echo intensity  variation as a function of the excitation pulse 
intensities.
intensity  increases w ith laser pulse intensity, indicating th a t the intensities 
of the non-attenuated  beams are less than  optim um . However, the curve for 
beam 1 shows a peak in echo intensity followed by a decrease as the pulse 
intensity  is increased, indicating tha t the pulse area is greater than  ^ for 
the non-attenuated  beam.
Since the ou tpu t of the DL14P is partially  polarised, a half-wave plate 
placed at the  DL14P output window enables the relative proportion of en­
ergy in beams 1 and 2 to be varied by simply rotating the half-wave plate, 
w ithout reducing the to ta l energy em itted by the laser. The echo is opti­
mised w ith respect to  the orientation of this half-wave plate.
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Chapter 6
E xp erim en ta l m eth od  and p resen ta tion  
o f resu lts .
This chapter describes the experim ental m ethods for three pulse echo ex­
perim ents on the 6 5 1 7Pi 3 second resonance transitions in caesium
2 2 ’ 2
which are designed to measure: (i) optical coherence destroying collision 
cross sections; (ii) 6 5 i  ground state  depolarising collision cross sections and 
associated collisional velocity changes. In the experiments described in this 
chapter, the term  ‘stim ulated echo’ is applied to an experim ent when all 
three excitation pulses are tuned to the same transition (65 i ^  7Pi or 
6 5 i *-4. 7P i) ,  and the term  ‘tri-level echo’ is applied to those experim ents 
where the first two excitation pulses are tuned to the same transition  but 
the th ird  excitation pulse is tuned to another transition involving a th ird  
energy level. In all cases the echo is insensitive to  optical coherence destroy­
ing collisions during the interval <32 between the second and th ijd  pulses, 
and decays by collisional destruction of Zeeman coherences (depolarising 
collisions and associated velocity changing collisions) during this interval.
Before a series of echo experiments can be performed the equipm ent has 
to be prepared and checked, and this preparatory  procedure is discussed in 
Section 6 .1 . A description of the procedure during an echo experim ent is 
given in Section 6 .2 . Section 6.3 contains the theory of how the collision cross 
sections are obtained from the data , and Section 6.4 is concerned with the 
practicalities of this. The results are presented and discussed in Section 6 .5 .
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6.1 Initial procedure
The nitrogen laser is set to  a repetition rate  of about 20 Hz, and when 
switched on is usually left running for 2-3 hours to stabilise (during which 
time the caesium oven is evacuated as described in Subsection 4.5.3). Both 
the caesium oven and bellows are heated to  a steady teiriperature of 323 K, 
and when the dye lasers are tuned to their respective frequencies the optical 
components are adjusted to  produce the photon echo (see Section 5.3). The 
perturber gas influx ra te  is set by closing valves ‘2’ and ‘b ’ (see Figure 4.9) 
and opening valve ‘c’, so th a t  the steady rise in gas pressure in the oven after 
a period of about 2 m inutes causes the echo to fall to about e~^ of its initial 
intensity. This pressure is denoted by The oven gas efflux ra te  is set
by closing valve ‘3’ and opening valve ‘b ’, so th a t the oven pressure falls to 
about 30% of Pmax over a period of about 3 minutes. The zero offset and 
gain controls on both  the Microlink and the Boxcar are checked to  ensure 
th a t the com puter records the true B aratron pressure and the corresponding 
first pulse and echo intensities.
6.2 Procedure during an experim ental run
At the beginning of each experim ental run with no perturber gas in the 
oven, the echo and first pulse intensities as displayed on the Boxcar output 
m eter are noted and the optics adjusted if necessary. The com puter is set 
to  record, im m ediately after which the swing valve is closed, allowing the 
gas to enter the oven slowly and at a controlled rate. The com puter then 
stores the values of the intensities of the first pulse and the echo with the 
corresponding values of rising perturber gas pressure in the oven, until the 
oven gas pressure has reached ?max- Valves ‘3’ and ‘2’ are closed and the 
swing valve is opened, allowing the perturber gas to be slowly pum ped out 
of the oven, and the values of the first pulse and echo intensities with their 
corresponding pertu rber gas pressure are stored. At the end of the experi­
m ental run (usually about 5 minutes for the filling and em ptying cycle), the 
com puter is reset, and valve ‘3 ’ is opened to fill the oven with pertu rber gas
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so th a t the zero offset on the Boxcar channel which m onitors the echo signal 
can be checked. To begin the next run, valve ‘2’ is opened, and the echo 
and first pulse intensities are again noted leaving the equipm ent ready for 
another experim ental run.
If either of the  echo in tensity  v pressure plots (there, are two, since one 
corresponds to  rising pertu rber gas pressure, and the other to  falling pres­
sure) are excessively noisy, the experim ental run is rejected and the laser 
tuning, the  excitation pulse paths and the echo pulse path  are checked and 
adjusted as necessary.
Eleven experim ental runs w ith the same interpulse times are conducted. 
An ex tra  run is performed where, after the first few seconds, excitation 
pulse 1 is blocked for the rem ainder of the run. The purpose of this last 
experim ental run is to m onitor the response tim e of the d a ta  collection 
system. These 12 experimental runs comprise one data set. Figures 6 .1(a) 
and (b) show the fluctuations of the first pulse and the decay of a stim ulated  
echo for two experim ental runs from the same data  set. The pertu rber gas 
used was helium and the interpulse times were <21=29.1 ns and <32= 129.8 ns. 
The upper traces show the first pulse intensity, whilst the lower traces show 
the echo intensity. In these two figures, the small dots correspond to rising 
perturber gas pressure, and the bold dots correspond to falling pertu rber gas 
pressure. Figure 6 .1(c) shows the instrum ental response when the first pulse 
has been blocked. Here the upper trace is the first pulse and lower trace is 
the echo: both  traces give the instrum ental response. Figure 6 .1(d) is the 
average of 11 experim ental runs with the same interpulse periods m entioned 
above. The rising and falling perturber gas pressures are denoted as before. 
One or o ther of the W hite cells is then adjusted to give new interpulse tim es, 
and the whole run procedure is repeated.
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F ig u re  6.1 Typical da ta  plots from the echo experiments. Figures (a) and 
(b) are plots for two experim ental runs from the same da ta  set. Figure (c) 
is the instrum ental response plot for the same set, and Figure (d) is the 
averaged plot for the da ta  set of 11 runs.
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F ig u re  6.2 Energy level diagram  for the tri-level echo experim ents whose 
results are presented in this chapter.
6.3 Collisional cross sections from pressure in­
duced decay
This section shows how m easurem ents of the various collisional param eters 
can be obtained from the experim ental da ta  for the tri-level echo experiment 
shown in Figure 6.2. The first two excitation pulses (both from the DL14P) 
are tuned to the 6 5 i  7Pi (459 nm) transition  on the F = 4  hyperfine level 
of the ground sta te  — see Figure 6.2. The th ird  excitation pulse (from the 
GIL) is tuned to  the 6 5 | 7 P | (455 nm ) transition, again on the F = 4
hyperfine level of the ground state . The tri-level echo which is produced is 
also on this la tte r  transition , such th a t each of the three excitation pulses 
and the echo have a common level, i.e. the F = 4  hyperfine level of the  ground 
state.
From equation 3.95 the echo intensity varies as
-^echo 72
where n is the active (caesium) atom  num ber density. However, the dis­
cussion in Section 3.8 did not take into account the effects of either spon­
taneous decay of collisions between the active atoms and pertu rber atoms:
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both of these effects a ttenuate  the echo, by destroying or reducing an a tom ’s
contribution to  the echo-forming process as outlined in C hapter 1. In the
experim ents, the caesium vapour density (~  10“ ® torr) was very much less
than  the pertu rber gas pressure (>  10“  ^ to rr), so only caesium -perturber
collisions are relevant.
In the  interval tgi, spontaneous decay of the 6Si <->■ 7Pi (459 nm) tran-
2 . 2
sition occurs, w ith a  ra te  constant denoted by L'p^n* Optical coherence 
destroying collisions occurring in this period can also reduce the echo in ten­
sity, and the effect of this process is represented by the ra te  constant
Similarly, in the interval spontaneous decay of the 6 5 1 7Pz transi-
2 2
tion contributes to echo degradation, which is denoted by the rate  constant 
Papon• Optical coherence destroying collisions occurring in this interval are 
denoted by a ra te  constant
Optical coherence destroying collisions in the interval <32 do not a tten ­
uate the echo because during (32 the echo producing inform ation is stored 
in the populations and the Zeeman coherences (see Subsection 3.9), so the 
echo in tensity  is insensitive to optical coherence destroying collisions during 
this interval. In this interval the echo is destroyed only by the collisional 
destruction of the Zeeman coherences through depolarising collisions and 
the collisional destruction of the m odulation of these coherences in velocity 
space. The relaxation produced by collisions in the interval (32 is denoted 
by the ra te  constant Tcoii-
The ra te  of loss of echo forming atoms in the whole period due to  
collisions is therefore given by
—PLzz^ ti < t < <2c o i v
- P L z ^  t z < t < u
%  — —Vcoun t2 < t  < tz
There is also an additional exponential decay factor due to spontaneous 
decay, but this is independent of pressure and will not be shown. The echo 
in tensity  therefore varies as
/echo oc • • (6 1)
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Velocity averaged collision cross sections for the optical coherences for the 
459 nm and 455 nm transitions, denoted by a 'p t and a 'p t respectively, can 
be defined for the relaxation processes by
and
^coll —
respectively, where N  is the perturber atom  num ber density (for this experi­
m ent N  n) and v =  is the averaged relative active atom  pertu rber
atom  velocity. Here k s  is B oltzm ann’s constant, T  the absolute tem pera­
ture and is the reduced mass of the colliding atoms. Similarly, a velocity 
averaged cross section for the appropriate Zeeman coherence, cr^fiihi), can 
be determ ined by
P c o Z Z  =  - V  ( J e f f  ( t 2 l ) ü
o^ eff(^ 2i )  is an effective cross section and dependent on <21 due to the ef­
fects of velocity changing collisions. The reason for this <21 dependence is 
given la te r on in this section, cr^ p^  and (j^^ are also functions of <21 (see 
subsection 2.3.1), but this will not be shown since the variation over the 
values of <21 used is known to be small. However, cr'pj, and a^nihi)  are 
determ ined for a particular value of ^21- Substituting these expressions into 
equation 6.1 gives
- f e c h o  OC e ~ ^ ^ ^ t ° ’= P ' * 2 l + 0 ' e f f ( i 2 l ) t 3 2 + 0 - ' ' p , : e 3 ]  ( 6 . 2 )
At the low pertu rber gas pressures used (<1  torr) the pertu rber gas ap­
proaches ideal gas behaviour and the perturber gas num ber density can be 
expressed
i v =  ^
k s T
where P  is the pertu rber gas pressure. Substituting this expression for N  
into equation 6.2 yields
. / e c h o  OC e - ^ « p t ' 2 i + ' ^ . f r ( t 2 i ) ( 3 2 + < p , t , 3 ]  ( 6 . 3 )
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Equation 6.3 is more usually w ritten
4cho oc (6.4)
where /)( t2i, (32, ^es) is the experimentally m easured pressure induced decay 
param eter obtained from graphs of the kind discussed in Section 6 .2 , and 
can also be w ritten as
/5(f21> 3^2> is3) — /?opt(f21> ffis) +  ^2'ee(<21j 3^2) (6.5)
where
2v
/^opt(i21, tgs) =  ^ ^ j? (o ’opt^21 +  ZJopt^es)
2ÿ
/3zee{t21,t32) = (<21)^32 (6.6)
The expression for /^opt(^2i , ^23) can be further simplified, since according to 
equation 3.77
is3 =
~  2^1
since for this experiment ^  =  0 .99 . Hence
0 o A t2 i , t ,z )  ^  (6.7)
Substitu ting equation 6.6 and equation 6.7 into equation 6.5 gives
0 { h l ,h 2 , t . z )  =  + (6 .8 )
For the stim ulated  echo, the analysis is the same apart from the fact tha t 
the first and second pulses are also on the 6 5 i <-)• 7Pi transition  and so cr' .
2 2 ° P *
in equation 6.8 m ust be replaced by a'p^ giving
/^(f21) ^32, fe3) =  ^ ^ ^ [o ‘opt 2^1 +  ~(7eff(<2l)f32] (6.9)
By keeping (21 fixed and varying <32, equation 6.8 becomes the equation of 
a stra igh t line, w ith — (for t 2i) and (icsihi)  being obtained from 
the in tercept and the gradient respectively. This relationship was used in
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a series of tri-level and stim ulated echo experiments w ith <21=29.1 ns to  
obtain values of a 'p t, cr"^  ^ and creff(<2i =  29.1 ns).
In a second series of experim ents, the collisional depolarisation of the 
Zeeman coherences and the effects of velocity changing collisions were in­
vestigated. As was m entioned in Section 3.10, when a sample is subjected 
to  two excitation pulses, separated by a tim e <21, th a t are resonant with the 
same transition , the components of orientation and alignm ent of the two 
levels involved are m odulated in velocity space (see for example Yodh et al 
[77]). The m odulation period, Vm, is given by
= è
where A is the wavelength of the resonant pulses. This m odulation can 
be destroyed by excited sta te  atom s returning to the ground sta te  due to 
spontaneous decay, and for a non-degenerate ground sta te  the m odulation 
will nearly all have disappeared after a few excited state lifetimes. However, 
the 6 5 i  ground sta te  has two hyperfine levels [F = 3 and F  =  4 ) in to  which 
excited sta te  atom s can decay, leaving a m odulation of some form or other in 
the populations and orientation and alignment components of both  ground 
sta te  hyperfine levels for much longer periods. The m odulation can also be 
destroyed by collisions. Atoms receiving velocity changing collisions, where 
the change in velocity is of the order of or greater than  the m odulation 
period, acquire a sufficient change in phase th a t they are lost from the echo. 
If <21 is small then the m odulation period is large and only ‘h a rd ’ velocity 
changing collisions will contribute to  echo decay. However, as <21 is increased 
the m odulation period decreases, and progressively weaker velocity changing 
collisions will also have an effect. A detailed discussion of the  <21 dependence 
of CTeff(<21 ) follows.
According to  Mossberg et al [37]
/ oo
fF  ( AU;; d( Auz )] (6.10)
-00
where is the cross section for collisions th a t destroy ground sta te  Zeeman 
coherences by depolarising collisions, cTvcc is the cross section for collisions
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th a t produce velocity changes in the z direction but do not depolarise, z 
being the direction of propagation of the first and second excitation pulses. 
W {Avz)  is a normalised scattering kernel, assumed symmetric about Avz  =  
0, which gives the probability th a t a non-depolarising collision will change 
the a to m ’s z-component of velocity by an am ount Avz- Now CTeff(<2i)  has 
simple lim its. W hen <21 0, the integral of equation 6.10 equals unity and
so
( 2^1  ^ 0) =  (J£)
In this region the velocity m odulation period, Vm, is near-infinite and thus 
velocity changing collisions have no effect. W hen <21 —» 00 the integral of 
equation 6.10 vanishes and so
^eff(<21  ^ Oo'j — O’£) -|- (Tvcc
This corresponds to the situation where is so small th a t any change in 
velocity is sufficient to  remove the atom  from the echo signal.
For a rb itrary  <21 the exponential term  in the equation 6.10 m ust be 
expanded in a Taylor series to yield
k^AvH h=  1 +  ikAv,t2i - ''21
2
Substitu ting this expansion into equation 6.10 and integrating has the result 
th a t the first non-vanishing term  in the integral contains the second order 
term . Hence for small kA vzt2i,
p c o  l 2  \ ^ , 2 f 2
0 -e ff(^ 2 l) OC O D - r  0-vcc /  W { A v z ) ------- ^ d ( A v z )
V—00 ^
 J . 2 ^ 2
OC T- ^  (6.11)
In the experim ents performed for this thesis <21 was typically 30 ns, and
with k % 27t/500 x  10“ ® m “  ^ and with typical values of ~  1 m s“ ^
[24] [61] [86] the product kA vzt2i =  0.5. Clearly, the variation of <Jeff(^ 2i)
. w ith <21 will enable crp to be determined from the intercept of a straight-line 
graph, w ith the gradient of such a graph giving an estim ate of the product 
C T v c c T h e  second series of experiments performed in this thesis are
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different zero offset values.
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F ig u re  6 .3  Logarithm ic plot of the averaged da ta  set shown in Figure 
6.1(d), w ith five different values of zero offset correction factor.
concerned w ith this relationship, and both tri-level and stim ulated  echoes 
were used. In this series of experiments, (21 was varied over the range 18.9 
-  69.9 ns, and the experim entally m easured values of j3, together with the 
known values of and were used to obtain  values of o-eff(<2i)- CTeff(i2i ) 
was then p lo tted  against t^i to obtain ctd and from the intercept
and gradient respectively.
6.4 D ata  processing
Figure 6.3 shows a logarithm ic graph of the da ta  shown in Figure 6.1(d), 
which according to equation 6.4 should be a straight line. The first few points 
show the effects of the finite instrum ental response time. These points are 
rejected in the  da ta  processing. Inspection of Figure 6.1(d) reveals th a t 
the recorded echo in tensity  shown does not decay to  zero as the perturber 
pressure is increased, but levels off instead ju st above the x-axis. The reason 
for this is th a t it is difficult to  set all the instrum ents perfectly to  zero. This
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zero offset causes the logarithm ic plot to  deviate from a stra ight line, w ith 
the deviation becoming more pronounced as /echo decreases. The solution 
is to correct for this zero offset by subtracting the offset value from the 
da ta  before the logarithm  is taken, though this is harder to  do than  at first 
it seems, for random  fluctuations and drifts in the echo in tensity  caused, 
for example, by pulse-to-pulse variations of the excitation pulse areas make 
it hard  to  determ ine the true m agnitude of the offset. Figure 6.3 shows 
logarithm ic plots of the d a ta  show in Figure 6.1(d) with five different values 
of offset correction term . The task of fitting the best line to  the d a ta  is 
made easier by the m ultiple plot, and the gradient of the best straight line 
gives the value of the decay constant, /^(tgi, 3^2, ^es), which from now on will 
be abbrieviated to  (5. In all of the experiments, the error in measuring (5 is 
of the order of 5% or less.
6.5 Experim ental results
Tri-level echo experiments (Figure 6.2) and stim ulated echo experiments 
(Figure 6.7) were performed for various values of the interpulse times. The 
tri-level experim ent of Figure 1.23(b) was a ttem pted  but eventually aban­
doned after much effort since the echo am plitudes were too small and noisy 
to work with. Two series of experiments-were conducted. The first series 
of experiments was designed to measure the collisional destruction of opti­
cal coherences. The second series was designed to measure the collisional 
destruction of Zeeman coherences. The results of these two series of exper­
im ents are presented in Subsections 6.5.1- 6.5.4.
There was no evidence for non-exponential decay (other than  effects de­
scribed in Section 6.4) in any of the experim ental runs taken. It is therefore 
assumed th a t only a single coUisionally induced exponential decay is present 
in any experim ent so th a t equation 6.8 (or 6.9) and equation 6.11 apply.
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6.5.1 The experim ental results for m easurem ents o f op ti­
cal coherence destroying collisions using tri-level and  
stim ulated  echoes
The excitation pulse sequence and the transitions involved in the tri-level 
echo experiments are shown in Figure 6 .2 . In the first set of tri-level echo 
experim ents, (i.e. the (3 v t^2 experim ents), t 2i was fixed at 29.1 ns, and 
<32 was taken at various values up to about 190 ns. Graphs of the pressure 
induced decay param eter (3 v <32 with helium, argon and xenon perturbers 
are shown in Figures 6.4- 6.6 respectively. The estim ated error in measuring 
P is typically less than  5%, so only one typical error bar has been shown 
on each graph. On each of these graphs an equivalent value of /3 for the 
two pulse echo experiments conducted by D urr ant et al [61] (calculated 
by substitu ting  their a 'p t and m easurem ents into either equation 6.7 
or equation 6.8 to obtain a value for /3) is shown for comparison — this 
ex tra point is denoted by a triangle in Figures 6.4- 6 .10. The values of the 
intercepts of Figures 6.4- 6.6 are presented in Subsection 6 .5 .2 .
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F ig u re  6 .4  G raph of f3 v <32 for helium perturber - (21 was fixed at 29.1 
ns. The point m arked with a triangle has been calculated from the results 
of D urr an t et al [61].
Graph of /8 T ts  for argon perturber. 
Trt-lerel echo on 455nm, P—4. 
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F ig u re  6.5 G raph of /5 v <32 for argon perturber - 2^1 was fixed at 29.1 ns. 
The point m arked w ith a triangle has been calculated from the results of 
D urran t et al [61].
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F ig u re  6 .6  G raph of v <32 for xenon pertu rber - (21 was fixed at 29.1 
ns. The point m arked w ith a triangle has been calculated from the results 
of D urran t et al [61].
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F ig u re  6 .7  Energy level diagram  for the stim ulated echo experiments whose 
results are presented in this section.
The excitation pulse sequence employed for the stim ulated echo experi­
ments is shown in Figure 6.7. Once again, (21 was fixed at 29.1 ns, and <32 
was varied as before. Graphs of the (3 v (32 results for the stim ulated echo 
experiments involving helium, argon and xenon perturbers are shown in Fig­
ures 6 .8- 6.10 respectively. The values of the intercepts of Figures 6 .8- 6.10 
are presented in Subsection 6.5.2.
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F ig u re  6 .8  G raph of /3 v (32 for helium perturber - <21 was fixed at 29.1 
ns. The point m arked w ith a triangle has been calculated from the results 
of D urrant et al [61].
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F ig u re  6 .9  G raph of /5 v <32 for argon pertu rber - (21 was fixed at 29.1 ns. 
The point m arked w ith a triangle has been calculated from the results of 
D urrant et al [61].
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F ig u re  6 .1 0  G raph of /3 v (32 for xenon perturber - <21 was fixed at 29,1 ns. 
The squares denote an echo formed on the F  = 3 hyperfine ground sta te , and 
the octagons denote an echo formed on the F  =  4 hyperfine ground state. 
The point m arked with a triangle has been calculated from the results of 
D urrant et al [61].
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6.5.2 P resen tation  o f the optical coherence destroying col­
lision cross section m easurem ents
The intercept obtained from Figures 6.4- 6.6 enables the average of the
collision cross sections for optical coherence destroying collisions, (cr^pt 4-
^opt)/^? to  be determ ined, where a'p^ is the cross section for the 65i ^  7Pi
transition  and is the cross section for the 65i <->• 7P i  transition. The
2 2
intercepts obtained from Figures 6.8- 6.10 give the cross section for optical 
coherence destroying collisions, only. Note th a t all of these cross section 
m easurem ents have been determined for <21 =  29.1 ns. The intercepts have 
been obtained from least squares fits of the data , and the error values quoted 
are the standard  errors calculated from the deviations of P for each of the 
least squares fits. These measurem ents are presented in Table 6.1. The 
corresponding results obtained by D urrant et al [61] in their two pulse echo 
experiments using caesium are also shown for comparison.
Echo type Pertu rber gas atom + C J / 2  (-V)
This work D urrant et al [61]
Helium 488 ±  17 485 ±  8
Tri-level Argon 1020 ±  96 1060 ±  11
Xenon 1392 ±  110 1382 +  20
Helium
C t  (A:')
4-71 ±  44 1 415 i  7
Stim ulated Argon 1009 ±  60 i 997 = 9
Xenon 1738 ±  140 1 1328 ±  6
Xenon* 1478 ±  131 1 1328 +  6
T a b le  6.1  Table of the average cross section, 4- c r^ J /2 ,  for optical 
coherence destroying collisions measured by tri-level echoes, and the cross 
section a" for optical coherence destroying collisions measured by stim ulated  
echoes.
W ith  the exception of the stim ulated echo result using xenon as a per­
turber, the two sets of results are in very good agreement. The asterisked 
figure for xenon has been obtained by including the value of P calculated 
from the d a ta  of D urran t et al [61] (marked with a triangle on Figure 6.10) 
when calculating the least squares fit.
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Since the tri-level echo experiments yield an average collision cross sec­
tion value, substitu tion of the measurem ents from the stim ulated echo 
experiments enables cr'p^ to  be determined from the tri-level echo experi­
m ent results. The optical coherence destroying collision cross section results 
are presented in Table 6.2.
Transition Pertu rber gas atom C t  (A^) (A::) C t f  (A^)
Helium 471 ±  44 415 ±  7 434 ±  26
455 nm Argon 1009 ±  60 997 ±  9 1027 ±  80
651 f-* 7Pa ------2----- 2 Xenon 1738 ± 1 4 0 1328 ±  6 1438 ±  110
Xenon* 1478 ±  131 1328 ±  6 1438 ±  110
C t  (A^) (A^) (A^)
459 nm Helium 505 ±  44 556 ±  2 532 ±  29
65i ^  7Pi2 2 Argon 1031 ±  75 1123 ±  6 1110 ±  76
Xenon 1306 ±  131 1436 ±  19 1450 ±  93
T a b le  6.2 Table of cross section measurements for optical coherence de­
stroying collisions.
The results m arked with a dagger and a double dagger are those obtained 
by D urrant and M anners [59] and D urrant et al [61] respectively, with the 
la tte r set of results adjusted to 323 K. As can be seen from Table 6.2, w ith 
the exception of the 455 nm (6 5 i ^  7 P |)  stim ulated echo result for xenon, 
the optical coherence cross sections obtained from these experiments are in 
good agreement w ith those derived by D urrant et al [59] [61] from their two 
pulse echo experim ents. The asterisked figure for xenon (455 nm) has been 
obtained by including the value of P calculated from the da ta  of D urran t et 
al [61] (m arked with a triangle on Figure 6.10) when calculating the least 
squares fit. The 459 nm value for xenon has been obtained using the aster­
isked 455 nm  result. The averaged cross section value for xenon, obtained 
from the tri-level echo experim ents, is in much better agreement with D ur­
ran t et a l’s results than  the single cross section m easurement obtained from 
the stim ulated  echo experiments.
The agreement for the helium and argon measurements is very satisfac­
tory, as is the average measurem ent obtained for the tri-level echo exper-
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iment using xenon. The discrepancy for the stim ulated echo xenon m ea­
surem ent rem ains however, but it is interesting to note th a t the results for 
echoes formed from the F = 3  and F = 4  hyperfine levels of the ground sta te  
(see Figure 6 .10) are similar.
6.5.3 T he experim ental results for tri-level and stim ulated  
echo m easurem ents o f the cross sections for depolar­
ising collisions and velocity  changing collisions
From equations 6.8 and 6.9, the gradients of each of the graphs in Fig­
ures 6.4- 6.10 yield values for CTeff(t2i)  for <21 =  29.1 ns. M easurements of 
<^eff(i2i)  for other values of <21 were obtained in a different m anner for the 
following reason. Because of the arrangem ent of the components on the op­
tical bench, altering <21 changes the value of 3^2 such tha t as <21 is increased 
(32 is reduced. Thus, for these new values of <21 (and hence <32), obtained 
by adjusting W hite cell 1 (see Figure 4.4), % ( t 2i) has been calculated by 
re-arranging equation 6.8 to  give
for tri-level echoes, and a sim ilar equation obtained from equation 6.9 above 
for stim ulated echoes. Values of <Jcff(^ 2i)  have been calculated by su b stitu t­
ing in to  the above the relevant values of P (obtained as described above), 
2^1 and (32, along w ith the respective values for and obtained from 
the P V  <32 experim ents. A dozen echo intensity  v perturber gas pressure 
runs were performed for each value of (21. Note th a t equation 6.12 has 3^2 
as a denom inator, and this coupled with the fact th a t (7eff(t2i)  is obtained 
from subtracting two sim ilarly sized quantities has the result th a t as <32 is 
reduced, the error increases from typically 12%, for <21 =  18.9 ns, to double 
this value for <21 =  69.9 ns.
The results for the tri-level echo experiments to measure the variation of 
^cff(i2i )  for the 6 5 i  (F = 4) ground sta te  with are shown in Figures 6 .11- 
6.13. The values obtained from the intercepts and gradients of Figures 6 .11- 
6.13 are presented in Subsection 6 .5 .4 .
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The results for the stim ulated echo experiments for the variation of 
^eff(^2i)  w ith <21 are shown in Figures 6.14- 6.16. The values obtained from 
the intercepts and gradients of Figures 6.14- 6.16 are presented in Subsec­
tion 6.5.4.
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Qraq;>h of t  to* for helhim perturber.
Stimulated echo on 466 nm,
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F ig u re  6 .14  G raph of (7cg(<2i) v <21 for helium perturber.
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F ig u re  6 .15 G raph of (7gg-(<2i) v <21 for argon perturber.
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Graph of o.g(W ▼ ta for xenon perturber.
Stimulated echo on 456 nrn, F«3 and IW .
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F ig u re  6 .16  G raph of r7eff(<2i ) v for xenon perturber.
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6.5.4 P resen tation  o f the tri-level and stim ulated  echo cross 
section  m easurem ents for depolarising collisions and  
velocity  changing collisions
It can be seen from equation 6.11 th a t the intercept of Figures 6.11- 6.16 
gives (7£), the  depolarising collision cross section, whilst the gradient gives 
the product CTvccA uI . The intercepts and gradients obtained from the least 
squares best fit lines for Figures 6.11- 6.16 are given in Table 6.3. The error 
values quoted are the standard  errors for the deviations in and
(TvccA'^z (the gradient) of the least squares best fit lines. The m easurem ents 
of the depolarising collision cross sections, cr£?, for the stim ulated echo and 
tri-level echo experim ents are in good agreement, and this, coupled w ith the 
fact th a t the stim ulated  echo decay graphs do not exhibit m ulti-exponential 
decay, would tend to  support the assertion made in Section 1.5 th a t the 
depolarising cross sections determined from the stim ulated echo experim ents 
relate predom inantly to ground sta te  atoms.
W ith , perhaps, the exception of the results obtained from helium, no 
confidence can be placed in the estim ates of the product derived
from the gradients, and for this reason these values are shown in parentheses.
Figures 6.17- 6.19 are combined plots of the stim ulated and tri-level echo 
results.
Echo type P ertu rber gas atom o-D (Â2) (JvccA t;  ^ (A^m^s %)
Helium 85 ± 2 53 ±  5
Tri-level Argon 272 ±  7 (79 ± 1 6 )
Xenon 366 ±  20 (26 ±  53)
Helium 82 ±  10 59 ±  27
Stim ulated Argon 234 ±  32 (63 ±  84)
Xenon [F=3] 288 ±  70 (137 ±  180)
Xenon [F=4] 343 ±  9 (53 ±  21)
T a b le  6 .3  Table of tri-level and stim ulated echo m easurem ents of the de­
polarising collision cross section, a p , and the product a^cc^vj-
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Graph a t awKW r  to* for heliuxn perturber. 
Combined plot of tri-level atinm lated echo
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F ig u re  6 .17  Combined graph of the stim ulated and tri-level echo experi­
ments for the variation of (Jeff(<2i)  with <21 for helium perturber.
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F ig u re  6 .18  Combined graph of the stim ulated and tri-level echo experi­
m ents for the  variation of <7eff(^2i) with for argon perturber.
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Graph of <r.g(ta) r  ta* fbr xenon perturber.
Combined plot of tii-Ievel and stim ulated echo
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F ig u re  6 .19  Combined graph of the stim ulated and tri-level echo experi­
m ents for the  variation of o-eff(<2i)  with for xenon perturber.
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In Figures 6.17-6.19, there is considerable overlap of the error bars. The 
m easurem ents of and obtained from Figure 6.17- 6.19 are given
in the first two columns of Table 6 .4 .
P ertu rber gas atom ctd (A2) ctvccA uJ (A^m^s 2) o-Df (À2) (TDl (A^)
Helium 84 ± 5 53 ±  5 108 ±  16 61
Argon 253 ±  32 (68 ±  58) 225 ±  35 212
Xenon 332 ±  37 (74 ±  58) 398 ±  60 356
T a b le  6 .4  Table of combined tri-level and stim ulated echo m easurem ents 
of the depolarising collision cross section, œq, and the product ctvccAv^
The m easurem ents of the product cTvccAu  ^ for argon and xenon are in 
parentheses as no real confidence can be placed in them. The results m arked 
with the single and double-daggers are measurements of linear depolarising 
cross sections of excited sta te  (6P 3 ) caesium atoms, obtained in resonance 
fluorescence experiments by Guiry and Krause [88] and theoretical calcu­
lations for the  6P |  level by Rebane and Rebane [89] respectively, and are 
included here for comparison.
6.6 Conclusion
The values obtained here for the optical coherence cross sections for the
6 5 i  7Pi 3 caesium transitions are, apart from the anomalous stim ulated
2 2 > 2
echo results for xenon, in good agreement with previous m easurem ents us­
ing two pulse echoes [59] [61]. Further stim ulated echo work using xenon 
m ay reveal a cause for this anomaly. The results confirm the discrepancies 
discussed in [59] between cross sections obtained by echo m easurem ents and 
by pressure broadening studies. Further stim ulated echo work using xenon 
m ay reveal the  cause of the discrepancy..
The results obtained for the depolarising cross section of the caesium 65i
2
ground sta te , crp, m ark the first m easurem ent of this param eter for ground 
sta te  caesium atom s. The m easurem ents of œd obtained from the tri-level 
and stim ulated  echo experim ents are in good agreement, which would tend  to
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/ \  / \
1 2 Pulse 3 echo
F ig u re  6 .2 0  Proposed excitation pulse sequence to investigate the effect of 
spontaneous decay in the interval <32.
support the comments made in Section 1.5 about the excited sta te  echo being 
too small to make a significant contribution to the stim ulated echo cross 
section m easurem ents. Interestingly, the values obtained for ctd are very 
similar to  resonance fluorescence measurem ents performed by Guiry and 
Krause [88] in to  depolarising collision cross sections for linear polarisation 
of the excited sta te  6P |  caesium atoms perturbed by noble gases a t a buffer 
pressure of 0-10 torr.
F urther experim ental work in this area would include tri-level echo ex­
perim ents using sub-nanosecond duration excitation pulses to m easure the
depolarising collision cross sections for 7P i and 7 P i excited sta te  caesium
2 2
atom s. Sub-nanosecond excitation pulses would mean th a t the excitation 
pulse separation could be greatly reduced without the echo signal being 
swamped at the photom ultiplier tube by the other excitation pulses, espe­
cially the th ird  excitation pulse. Shorter duration pulses would allow further 
investigation of cTeff(<2i)  for shorter intervals of <21 than  was possible here, 
resulting in smaller errors in the value of o-eff(<2i) calculated from the ap­
propriate m easurem ent of (5 and a more accurate m easurem ent oi a£>. 
A nother possible area of study would be using tri-level echo experim ents
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to  investigate the transfer of m odulation by spontaneous decay during the 
interval <32. Figure 6.20 shows the proposed excitation pulse sequence. Im ­
m ediately after the first two excitation pulses have been applied, velocity 
m odulations exist in the P  =  4 ground sta te  and the excited state . Subse­
quent spontaneous decay would cause an excited sta te  atom  to decay into 
either of the  hyperfine levels of the ground state , w ith the result th a t m od­
ulations of some form will exist in both  of the ground sta te  levels even after 
a few lifetimes. The th ird  excitation pulse would therefore provide a means 
of m easuring the ra te  of decay by forming an echo on a different transition  
to th a t of the first two excitation pulses.
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A p p e n d i x  A :  T h e  e x c i t e d - s t a t e  t r i - l e v e l  
e c h o  a n d  t h e  s t i m u l a t e d  e c h o
The excited-state tri-level echo depicted in Figure 3.2(w) shares the same 
3 X 3 M  m atrices for the first two pulses as the ground-state tri-level echo. 
For the th ird  pulse however, wg, the frequency of the th ird  pulse, couples 
levels |6 >  and |c > only, and with (  =  , the ro tating  frame
H am iltonian is
 ^ 1 0 0 \
Ho; =  0 0
^ 0 ( 0
By comparison with equations 3.19 and 3.34, the time evolution operator 
m atrix  for the th ird  pulse is
f
M s6, *c> —
A
cos ^  
-Z j^ s in  %
•/** . 3-
cos ^
and consequently
/ 1 
0 cos ^ s i n f
cos ^
Since the first two pulses are the same for bo th  the ground-state and excited- 
sta te  tri-level echoes, for a system which is initially in the ground-state the 
resulting density m atrix  in the ro tating  frame after the second pulse is given
A-1
by equation 3.48 i.e.
where
Paa^ Pab^ 0 \
Pu{^2) = Pba^ Pbbf 0
0 0 0 /
paJ  =  cos- —  cos 22 1 ----2 2 gj^2 _2 g|j^2 ^  _  2 sin 2^ sin ^2(
.2 ,2 (^ 2
2 
.2
1 .
4
Pbfc/ =  sin‘ cosf -ÿ  +  cos^ ^  sin^ -y  +  ^  sin sin ^2 (
1
+ (5*a
M P \
a*P +  /?*a
kll/3|
Pa^' =  p L = 5 ^ i n « i ( c o s ^ | ^ - s i n = | ^ ) - r i c o s e : s i n « , | i  
The density m atrix  after the th ird  pulse is obtained from
- 1
3b*-*c
giving
Puji,^2>) —
paa' COS^Pabf sin ^
COS ^ P b J  cos^ ^pbbf  | j^ s in ^ 3 /9 6 fc /
_Ç_ e i - n  ^3_ r t .  /  —  i. C e i - n  n, , I  « îiT l^  É S .y -ij^sin^/jfca/ - f  i^sin^3Pifc/ sïii^  ^pbbf )
where the prim ed m atrix  elements are defined above.
Transform ing back to the laboratory  frame using equation 3.38 and the 
m atrix
 ^ 0 0 0 \
A  =  0 w% 0
0 0 (wi — W3) j
gives
p{t) =
Paa Pab Pac
Pha Phb Pbc
y Pea Pcb Pcc j
( Paa^ COS ^pabfe'-^'* sin
cos ^Pbaf^ cos^ ^Pbbf J^sin03P6fc/e
iuzt sin^
(< >
A-2
Since
P =
0 Pab 0 \
Pba 0 Pbc
0  Pcb 0 J
then
< p >  =  Tr{pp)
=  PabPbae’ '^^ ^^  +  PbaPabe^ ^^ ^^  + PboPcbe '^^^ \ +
=  ^ab +  Pbc
Note th a t the echo is formed from % ,  which contains pbb', the excited sta te  
population after the first two excitation pulses.
For the stim ulated echo shown in Figure 1.23(c), the density m atrix  
formed after the first two pulses is identical to th a t for the tri-level echo 
experim ents. After the th ird  pulse, the dipole moment expectation value is 
given by
< p >  =  T r(p p )
=  PabPbae~'"^^  ^ +  PbaPabe'^ ^^ ^
where
2 T .. ,
Pab -  Pba -  ~ 2  PH ~
These density m atrix  elements contain the memorv terms
aô*y
which produce the stim ulated  echo.
A-3
A p p e n d i x  B :  C a e s i u m  o v e n  m a i n t e n a n c e .
W hen either the oven windows need replacing, or more caesium needs to  
be added, the oven has to be disconnected from the vacuum system. The 
procedure adopted is as follows. Valves ‘4 ’, ‘5’ and the solenoid Vcdve (see 
Figure 4.9) are closed, and the evacuated caesium oven, with valve ‘5’ a t­
tached, is disconnected and placed inside an ‘A tm os’ bag (a transparen t, 
polythene gas cham ber which has one large, resealable opening, and a num ­
ber of smaller openings for adm itting and exhausting gas). The bag is then 
sealed and physically compressed in order to remove as much air from it as 
possible, before being filled with high purity  nitrogen. The em ptying and 
filling procedures are then each repeated three more times, after which it 
is estim ated th a t the air in the bag has been reduced to  one p a rt in 10® 
or better. The excess pressure within the bag over the surrounding atm o­
spheric pressure prevents any air from entering back through the exhaust 
outlet. The windows and ‘0 ’-rings can then be removed and replaced, and 
if necessary caesium can be added to the oven from a Ig phial. The resealed 
oven is then  reconnected to  the vacuum system.
Both window changing and oven refilling can be performed w ith the 
oven disconnected from the vacuum system for less than 10 m inutes, though 
throughout this tim e the bellows are open to  the air. To prevent this air 
from contam inating the oven, everything below valve ‘5’ is evacuated w ith 
the diffusion pum p. Valve ‘5’ is then opened m omentarily (in order to  further 
reduce the quan tity  of air in the oven) before the bellows are baked for about 
an hour at ~100°C via a heater tape, to drive off any contam inants from the 
bellows walls. The bellows are then allowed to cool to room tem peratu re
B-1
before valve ‘5’ is opened. The oven seals (window and bellows) are checked 
with the ion gauge, before the oven and bellows are heated to the required 
tem perature.
W henever there is a large quantity  of contam inated caesium in the oven 
the oven has to  be em ptied completely. Clean windows are put on the em pty 
oven, which is connected to  the vacuum system. The em pty oven and bellows 
are then baked out at ~100°C, again for about an hour, but this tim e the 
oven is evacuated as well as the bellows. They are both then left to  cool to 
room tem peratu re  before the oven is filled with caesium as described above.
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